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660 Quayside Drive
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DVP00615
SDP00208
Amanat Architects
An application has been received for a Special Development Permit (SDP) and Development
Variance Permit (DVP) application for the development of a mixed use development with two
high rises and one three-storey commercial building at 600 to 720 Quayside Drive. The
proposed development would provide approximately two acres of green space to be extended to
Westminster Pier Park, complete the missing waterfront esplanade link between the Fraser River
Discovery Centre and Westminster Pier Park, provide improved pedestrian and cyclist access to
the waterfront via Begbie and Sixth Streets and provide a 40 space childcare facility along with
at-grade commercial space near Begbie Street. The proposed SDP would be accompanied by a
DVP, which is a response to a revised site plan. The DVP would allow an increase in building
height, a larger tower footprint above the second storey and revised building siting to reflect the
proposed site layout.

4.2

330 East Columbia Street

PF007062

Bird Construction
The applicant (Bird Construction) has submitted design drawings for the first phase of the Royal
Columbia Hospital (RCH) redevelopment, located at 330 East Columbia Street, which includes
the proposed Mental Health and Substance Use (MHSU) building and Energy Centre (See
Appendix 1 – Location Map). Given that the subject property is not located within a
Development Permit Area and is institutional, no development permit is required for the site.
Doc#1013471
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In order to facilitate the proposed development, a Development Variance Permit application has
also been submitted to vary the front yard setback requirements for certain portions of the
building. The proposed variances would only apply to two (2) minor structural encroachments
into the required building setbacks along Allen Street and Brunette Avenue, with the majority of
the building being sited in accordance with P-3 zoning requirements, and are considered
reasonable.
4.3

OUR CITY 2041 – Draft Development Permit Areas and Design Guidelines for the
Official Community Plan
City of New Westminster

The City of New Westminster is presenting the New Westminster Design Panel with an excerpt
of the first draft of Development Permit Areas and associated design guidelines, for their review
and comment. These Development Permit Areas will be included in the new Official
Community Plan, which is now in draft form.
4.4

210

Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Conservation Area: Residential Design
Guidelines
City of New Westminster

295

The City of New Westminster is presenting the New Westminster Design Panel with a full draft
of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood’s residential design guidelines. These new guidelines focus
on compatibility with the existing streetscapes rather than a prescriptive architectural style. The
guidelines are being updated as part of a proposal to implement a Heritage Conservation Area in
the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.

4.5

618 Carnarvon Street

SDP00204
REZ00116

GBL Architects
Applications have been received for a Rezoning and Special Development Permit to allow a 33
storey mixed use, commercial multi-unit residential development at 618 Carnarvon Street. The
proposed building includes 252 residential units, 526.3 square metres (5,665 square feet) of at
grade commercial floor space. The applicant has also proposed the provisions of a privately
owned, publically accessible 87.14 square metre (938 sq.ft.) pocket park at the south east corner
of the site and encapsulation of the Sky Train guideway which surface from underground at the
south edge of the site.
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NEW WESTMINSTER DESIGN PANEL
Tuesday, February 28th, 2017 3:00p.m.
Council Chamber

MINUTES
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Chris Block
Rodney Maas
Meredith Mitchell
David Roppel
Craig West

- Chair, Architectural Institute of BC Representative
- Architectural Institute of BC Representative
- Vice Chair, BC Society of Landscape Architects
- Development Industry Representative
- Architectural Institute of BC Representative

REGRETS:
Maranatha Coulas
Maria Fish

- Architectural Institute of BC Representative
- BC Society of Landscape Architects

GUESTS:
Helen Avini Besharat
Caelen Griffiths
Donald Luxton
David Wootton
Lorrie Wasyliw

- Besharat Friars Architects
- PMG Landscape Architects
- Donald Luxton and Associates
- ZGF Cotter Architects
- Executive Director, WINGS Fellowship Ministries

STAFF:
Jim Hurst
Lauren Blake

- Development Planner
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 3:01 p.m.
HOUSEKEEPING
Lauren Blake, Committee Clerk, provided a committee orientation. Members
were reminded to advise staff whether or not they will be attending each meeting,
in order to achieve quorum.
Ms. Blake requested volunteers to serve as the Chair and Vice-Chair for the 2017
term.
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Chris Block serve as Chair for the 2017 New Westminster Design Panel
term.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Meredith Mitchell serve as Vice-Chair for the 2017 New Westminster
Design Panel term.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
1.0

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA
There were no additions.

2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of January 24, 2017
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT January 24, 2017 New Westminster Design Panel minutes be amended to
reflect that the preferred size for design plans is 22” by 34”; and,
THAT the minutes be adopted as amended.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.

3.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION
There were no items.

4.0

DESIGN REVIEWS

4.1

1005 Ewen Avenue

REZ00114
DPQ000833

Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated February 28, 2017,
regarding an application that has been received to construct a mixed use project at
1005 Ewen Avenue with a commercial building at the corner of Howes Street and
Ewen Avenue and 23 townhouse units.
Doc#1002364
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In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Hurst advised that the proposed
height of the project is consistent for Queensborough. Mr. Hurst also advised that
lighting impacts from the Fire Hall onto neighbouring properties would be
addressed by the Light Intrusion Bylaw.
Helen Avini Besharat, Besharat Friars Architects, and Caelen Griffiths, PMG
Landscape Architects, provided an on-table PowerPoint presentation summarizing
details of the proposal as outlined in the report dated February 28, 2017.
In response to questions from the Panel, Ms. Besharat and Mr. Griffiths provided
the following information:
 The vertical support for the canopy was designed to mimic a railway track
in order to incorporate the history of railways in the area;
 The front of the building facing Howe Street will be corrugated metal, and
it is anticipated that the colour would be more vibrant in that material. The
colored hardi-panels will repeat at the rear of each unit;
 The entrance lane would incorporate a side walk and rolled curb, in the
even that two cars come in from opposite directions at the same time;
 The parking provided is meets the Parking Bylaw requirements;
 An elevator is not required for the mezzanine as per the BC Building Code;
and,
 The applicant considered residential units above the commercial space;
however, there would have been additional requirements, potential noise
issues and the architecture could have been compromised.
In response to the four design considerations as outlined in the report, the Panel
provided the following comments:
1. Comments regarding the adjacency issues with the Fire Hall and the measures
taken to address them in the plan.
While the reorientation of the project has assisted with potential issues
regarding the Fire Hall, the adjacency issues with the Fire Hall have not been
properly addressed.
2. Comments regarding the density of the development, the siting of the buildings
and the private and common open spaces provided.
 The density appears appropriate for the location;
 The siting of the buildings appears appropriate;
 The project provides many common areas;
Doc#1002364
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 The garbage and recycling area could be relocated so that it is more central
for residents;
 The plaza requires additional resolution;
 The residential front patios could be loud and urban; and,
 The project could provide an amenity for the adjacent bus stop, such as
garbage cans or landscape features
3. Comments regarding the interface with the townhouses and Howes Street and
how the commercial building addresses the intersection of Howes Street and
Ewen Avenue.
 There is opportunity to develop the corner of Howe Street and Ewen
Avenue further;
 The commercial building does not sufficiently address Ewen Avenue, and
requires a stronger presence;
 The durability of the materials used for the corner of the commercial
building should be considered;
 It was suggested that the vertical element supporting the canopy may not
read as a railway feature with signage; and,
 Additional evergreen trees could be planted at the hammerhead roads for
screening purposes.
4. Comments regarding the conformance of the project to the Development
Permit Area Designation.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Panel support the Rezoning for 1005 Ewen Avenue, subject to:
 Clarification for the materiality and colors that will be used;
 Investigation for the durability of the material to be used;
 Clarification regarding the prominence and landscaping section by the
patios and slope on Howe Street;
 Investigate how to bring attention to the “gateway” nature on Howe Street
and Ewen Avenue;
 Investigate methods of addressing noise from the Fire Hall; and,
 Investigate relocating the garbage and recycling area to a more central
location.
CARRIED.
David Roppel and Craig West voted in opposition to the motion.
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4.2

630 Ewen Avenue

OCP00019
REZ

Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated February 28, 2017,
regarding an application that has been received to allow the construction of a five
unit residential building at 630 Ewen Avenue. The property owner is the City of
New Westminster and the property is being leased by the applicant, Women in
Need Gaining Strength (WINGS). The applicant is proposing to develop and
manage independent family housing that will be affordable and designed for single
mothers and their children.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Hurst advised that the covered play
area would be a concrete pad that is non-habitable, as per the City’s mandate. Mr.
Hurst further noted that the land would be owned by the City, and the building
would be owned by the applicant. The lease would be renewable after 60 years.
David Wootton, ZGF Cotter Architects, provided an on-table PowerPoint
presentation summarizing details of the proposal as outlined in the report dated
February 28, 2017.
In response to questions from the Panel, Lorrie Wasyliw, Executive Director,
WINGS Fellowship Ministries, provided the following information:
 Residents may stay at the property as long as they are eligible for rent
control. It is anticipated that tenants would stay for one to three years.
Tenant contracts may include a one year tenancy clause that could be
reviewed annually;
 No individual front or rear yards have been provided so that residents
would be more likely to congregate together, and build a sense of
community;
 Additional windows or glazing could be considered for the kitchen design;
and,
 It is anticipated that the majority of tenants would not have the financial
means to own a car.
In response to the four design considerations as outlined in the report, the Panel
provided the following comments:
1. Comments regarding the appropriateness of the site design to accommodate
children.
 An acoustical treatment for the playground area could be beneficial;
Doc#1002364
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 Concerns were expressed regarding potential safety issues in the covered
play area, as there are many hidden corners;
 The materiality for the playground area should be durable;
 Tree species with additional canopy could be implemented rather than the
Oregon grape shrub and the Berberis hedge, as those plants can be thorny
and dangerous to children;
 Support was expressed for the natural play area;
 The sand pit in the play area should be designed to deter animals from
using it; and,
 The interior layout could be manipulated to allow for more efficient
furniture organization, such as beds placement along a wall.
2. Comments regarding the location of the building on the site.
 The rear site design is good;
 The south facing wall could be better utilized;
 The project appears tight on the west site of the site. It was suggested that
the project could be pulled back to Boyne Street, or the space could be
better addressed.
3. Comments regarding the conformance of the project to the proposed
Development Permit Area Designation.
The Panel noted that the project design could extend around the corners of the
site.
In addition, the Panel provided the following general comments:
 A semi-private social area could be implemented at the northeastern corner
of the site;
 Individual benches may not be conducive for social meetings and
conversation;
 Individual entrances from the street could contribute to a feeling of
ownership;
 A central stoop could be implemented; and,
 Concerns were expressed regarding the lack of access from the rear of the
building to the units.
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Panel support the proposed Official Community Plan Amendment and
Rezoning for 630 Ewen Avenue, subject to:
 Review of opportunities for more engaging entrances from Ewen Avenue
with path design and landscaping;
 Review of the landscaping on the west side of the building, including the
thorny hedge and trees;
 Review the pedestrian sequence from Ewen Avenue to the rear of the
project, and ensure there is adequate surveillance;
 Investigate opportunities for additional interior glazing;
 Addressing the interior bedroom units; and,
 Investigate architectural articulation of Ewen Avenue and Boyne Street to
better address the corner of the site.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
5.0

NEW BUSINESS
There were no items.

6.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
There were no items.

7.0

CORRESPONDENCE
There were no items.

8.0

NEXT MEETING

8.1

Tuesday March 28th, 2016 (in Committee Room #2)
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9.0

ADJOURNMENT
ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 5:46 p.m.

Certified Correct,

_________________________
Chris Block
Chair
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster
Design Panel

Date: March 28, 2016

From

Carolyn Armanini
Planner

File:

Subject:

600-720 Quayside Drive – 600 to 720 Quayside Drive (Bosa Site,
formerly known as the Larco Site): Special Development Permit
Application

SDP 00208
DVP 00615

RECOMMENDATION
THAT this report be received for information.

PURPOSE
An application has been received for a Special Development Permit (SDP) and
Development Variance Permit (DVP) application for the development of a mixed use
development with two high rises and one three-storey commercial building at 600 to 720
Quayside Drive. The proposed development would provide approximately two acres of
green space to be extended to Westminster Pier Park, complete the missing waterfront
esplanade link between the Fraser River Discovery Centre and Westminster Pier Park,
provide improved pedestrian and cyclist access to the waterfront via Begbie and Sixth
Streets and provide a 40 space childcare facility along with at-grade commercial space
near Begbie Street. The majority of parking would be provided below grade in a three
storey underground parkade, including 80 publicly accessed stalls. See Attachment A
for for the project’s location map.
The proposed SDP would be accompanied by a DVP, which is a response to a revised
site plan. The DVP would allow an increase in building height, a larger tower footprint
above the second storey and revised building siting to reflect the proposed site layout.
The applicant’s proposed development meets the intent of the site Master Plan that the
City and the previous owner, Larco Investment, jointly developed in 2013/2014 through
an extensive planning and community consultation process.
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The purpose of this report is to provide information to the New Westminster Design
Panel on this development application.

BACKROUND
Property Owner:

Bosa Development

OCP Land Use
Designation:

Mixed-Use High Density

Development Permit Area #1 Downtown Development and Special Development
Permit Area
Designation:
Zoning:

Comprehensive Development District (660 Quayside
Drive) (CD-55)
Site Area:176,729 sq.ft. (16,419 m)

Previous Applications
The site was the subject of a rezoning process in 1996 and again in 2005. Both were
approved by Council and permitted 1,000 residential units in five high rise towers built
over an above-grade parking podium.
In 2014, the City and Larco Investments worked collaboratively on a new Master Plan
and subsequent rezoning in order to establish a Comprehensive Development zoning
schedule that took into consideration the new Downtown Community Plan (2010), the
change in community values and the implementation of the City’s Waterfront
Vision. The revised Master Plan included greater provision for open space and views of
the Fraser River, the provision of approximately two acres of land for an extension of
Westminster Pier Park, an extended waterfront esplanade, three rather than five highrise
towers, and a mix of land uses including residential, commercial, child care, and the
provision for a 150 room hotel.
While the Bosa development plan continues to meet the principles and intent of the
original Master Plan and related City policies, there are a few key differences between
the two development scenarios. These include:
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 Two towers are currently proposed, both east of Begbie Street, versus three
towers in the Larco plan;
 The two residential towers are further apart from each other with a private
garden between them, providing increased building separation and open space;
 The third building, west of Begbie Street, is proposed as a three storey
commercial building (instead of a tower as formerly proposed) which will
accommodate the daycare and retail units;
 The towers are moved further from the railway corridor and closer to the water
with an access road between them and the rail tracks. This provides
opportunity for an enhanced public realm towards the river and around the
bottom of Begbie Street, by moving vehicle activity away from the waterfront;
 The current plan is configured so that Begbie Street intersects with Quayside
Drive in an approximate 90 degree turn; and
 A hotel is not proposed in the Bosa plan, where the Larco plan had a potential
provision for a 150 room hotel.

Larco Master Plan

Proposed Bosa Site Plan
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APPENDICIES ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT
A Location Map

C Downtown Community Plan Design Guidelines

B Project Drawings

PROPOSAL
Building Data
As outlined in the Project Drawings (see Attachment B), the proposed development
would have a total site coverage of 14%. Building statistics are outlined in Table 1
below. The CD zone allows for a gross floor area of 799,109 square feet (74,2239.7
square metres). The resulting proposed floor space ratio is 4.52.
Table 1: Building Statistics
Permitted

Proposed

Floor Space Ratio
(total and by land use)

Total: 4.52 FSR

Total: 4.52 FSR
Residential: 4.43 FSR
Commercial: 0.09 FSR

Distance Between Towers

118 feet

178 feet

Building Footprints
(Maximum)

Tower 1: 8,500 sq.ft.
Tower 2: 10,500 sq.ft.
Tower 3: 11,000 sq.ft.

Tower 1: 3,451 sq.ft
Tower 2: 9,175 sq.ft.
Tower 3: 8,855 sq.ft.

Building Height

Building 1: 38 storeys (128m) Building 1: 3 storeys (18m)
Building 2: 47 storeys (156m) Building 2: 53 storeys (177m)
Building 3: 29 storeys (103m) Building 3: 43 storeys (143m)

Building Footprint above 2nd Building 1: 8,500 sq.ft
Storey (Maximum)
Building 2: 6,500 sq.ft
Building 3: 7,500 sq.ft

Building 1: 2,365 sq.ft
Building 2: 8,910 sq.ft
Building 3: 8,910 sq.ft

The project provides 777 parking spaces for residents, 61 parking spaces for visitors, 80
public spaces, 13 commercial spaces and four spaces for the daycare. One car share is
being proposed. The parking meets the total required stalls from the Zoning Bylaw. The
majority of park would be located in a three level underground parkade accessed from
Quayside Drive, with a second ramp located between the towers adjacent to the north
property line. A limited amount of above ground parking spaces are proposed; six are
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proposed behind the commercial building and 15 are proposed for surface residential
visitor stalls along the north property line near the towers.
The proposed development will require a Development Variance Permit for height,
building footprint above the second storey and building siting.
Amenity Areas
Each residential tower includes indoor amenity space, the west tower providing 4,522
square feet (420.1 square metres) and the east tower 3,750 square feet (348.4 square
metres). A common outdoor amenity space located between the towers will also be
made available to the residents of the towers and is detailed in the landscape plans. This
semi-private outdoor space is proposed to have a dog relief area, community garden plots
and communal meeting areas. Two public paths would be provided for on the edges of
the space allowing the public to walk between the road at the north of the property
through to the Esplanade at the river’s edge.
Adaptable Units
The project provides 69 adaptable one bedroom units and 195 adaptable two bedroom
units which meets the Zoning Bylaw requirement (264 units).
Unit Breakdown
The unit breakdown and the unit sizes are shown in the following table:
Table 1: Proposed Unit Breakdown
TYPE
NUMBER

FLOOR AREA

1 Bedroom

156 (23.5%) 578 – 772 square feet (square metres)

2 Bedroom

441 (66.3%) 849 – 1,491square feet (square metres)

3 Bedroom
*includes 5 three
bedroom townhouses

68 (10.2%) 1,211 -2,575square feet (square metres)
*townhouses:1,495-1,881 square feet (138.9
square metres – 174.8 square metres)

As outlined in Table 1 above, the proposed unit breakdown achieves the minimum
requirement outlined within the Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw for two and three
bedroom units (30% of all units must be two and three bedroom units and 10% must be
three bedroom units). The base of the east tower includes five townhouses that are twolevel, three bedroom units.
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CONTEXT
Site Characteristics and Context
The subject site is currently being used as a private surface parking lot. Westminster Pier
Park is to the east, with the Fraser River Discovery Centre and River Market to the west.
The Fraser River is to the south. To the north of the site is the rail corridor. And to the
north of the rail corridor, is the Front Street Mews project, which is currently under
construction along the Front Street frontage road between Begbie and Sixth Streets.
Proximity to Transit Service
Transit Facility

Distance

SkyTrain

215 metres (New Westminster Station)

Transit Stop

230 metres (feet) – nearest Bus Stop (Eigth Street and
Columbia Street)

The site is within a 5 minute walking distance of both SkyTrain and bus service.
POLICY CONTEXT
Official Community Plan Land Use Designation
The proposal fits the site’s Official Community Plan land use designation which is
Mixed-Use High Density. The plan describes this designation as:
 mixed-use (commercial and/or residential) throughout Downtown, outside
of Columbia Historic Mixed-Use;
 retail, office, service or residential;
 any combination of the above (can be one use or multiple uses)
Downtown Community Plan
The subject site is located within the Waterfront Precinct in the Downtown Community
Plan. The intent of the Waterfront Precinct is to promote residential, commercial and
park uses along the waterfront, continue to improve the linkages, public access and views
of the Fraser River, and enhance the waterfront’s tourism potential by ensuring that
public spaces are animated, welcoming and vibrant.
Pertinent to this site, the Waterfront Precinct indicates that the area around the City’s
Esplanade, the River Market and the Fraser River Discovery Centre is the City’s main
tourism area and that future planning must ensure that the public realm remains a highly
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animated, lively, and fun people place for all age groups. The use of colour, interesting
landscaping and an overall riverfront character will continue to be encouraged.
Protecting views of the Fraser River through the strategic placement of towers along the
waterfront is also a consideration of the Precinct, with towers being required to be
designed to maximize views to the river and not to infringe upon surrounding public
views. The proposal meets this requirement through the reduction of the total number of
towers from three to two, allowing for more open space and views to the river.
Development Permit Area
The site is within the #1 Downtown Development and Special Development Permit Area.
The proposal meets the intent of the Development Permit Area, which seeks to support
the Downtown’s Regional Town Centre designation in the Regional Growth Strategy.
This Development Permit Area outlines objectives and guidelines for:


The form and character of commercial, multifamily, institutional and intensive
residential development.



Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity.



Revitalization of an area in which a commercial use is permitted.



Objectives to promote energy and water conservation and reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.

Waterfront Vision
The proposed development also supports the City’s Waterfront Vision, which seeks to
provide a continuous waterfront network of parks and greenways, provide enhanced
connections from all neighbourhoods to the river, and animate the waterfront with a
variety of experience to draw residents, businesses and visitors.
Zoning Bylaw
The zoning for the site is Comprehensive Development District (660 Quayside
Drive)(CD-55). The proposed development will require a Development Variance Permit
for height, building footprint above the second storey and building siting.
FCM Railway Guidelines
The site is separated from Downtown by the railway lines and development of the site
will therefore need to take railway issues into consideration. The Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) and the Railway Association of Canada (RAC) have developed
“railway proximity guidelines” to help reduce conflicts between rail and urban uses. The
applicant has retained a consultant who has worked with the architect to address these
guidelines within the proposed project’s design, where possible.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The design direction taken by the project to date satisfies the relevant design guidelines
and City policy directions such as the Waterfront Vision.
Downtown Community Plan Design Guidelines
The Larco Master Plan (2014) was designed in keeping with the Development Permit
guidelines outlined in the Downtown Community Plan. The revised Bosa proposal
continues to meet the intent of these design guidelines and supports several of the
guideline objectives, including:
 Reflect the context of New Westminster and unique characteristics such as history,
views and topography.
 Provide safe and pleasant streets and public spaces where pedestrians feel
comfortable and welcome.
 Create a positive, people oriented connection between new buildings and the
street, between public and private spaces.
 Promote excellence in architectural design and creativity in the architectural form,
massing and character of new development.
 Protect important public views, and ensure light and air penetration to the street.
 Promote a vibrant and diverse local economy through the encouragement of
attractive and functional commercial areas.
 Encourage new habitat and a greened built environment which supports ecological
cycles and reconnects people with nature.
 Promote sustainable modes of transport.
The proposed development addresses the Development Permit guidelines through
the building’s orientation and siting which provides for viewing opportunities of the
Fraser River; provision of multiple public realm spaces for entertainment and active uses
that will contribute to the vitality and activity along the riverfront; provision of
approximately 2 acres extension of Westminster Pier Park; commercial uses adjacent to
the Esplanade that have active storefronts and outdoor seating areas; choice of building
materials that complement the surrounding existing commercial buildings and marine
character while creating an new identity for this section of the Riverfront; use of high
quality materials within the building design (large format tiles, steel, and glass), and;
reducing the number of towers from three to two which provide for greater open space
and separation distance between the towers.
A copy of the Downtown Community Plan Design Guidelines have been attached to this
report (see Attachment C).
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Downtown Building and Public Realm Design Guidelines and Master Plan
The Downtown Building and Public Realm Design Guidelines (2016) are available via
the following link:
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/Final_Version___NW_Downtown_Bu
ilding_and_Public_Realm_Design_Guidelines_and_Master_Plan.pdf
In general, the project addresses the objectives and guidelines within the waterfront
precinct of this policy document. The proposal includes a strong interface at the ground
level between buildings, their uses and the adjacent public realm spaces; provides a
variety of public spaces that can be programmed for active as well as passive uses;
provides pedestrian and cyclist connectivity along the waterfront as well as through the
site; addresses the Rail Proximity Guidelines; generous tower separation and
consideration of tower placement to maintain visual permeability to the river.
The guidelines outline tower floorplates should not be more than 700 square metres
above the 8th storey, and it is noted that the proposed tower footprints are 828 square
metres (8,910 square feet) footpring . However, staff are supportive of the proposed
design direction as purpose of setting maximum floor plate sizes was to allow for visual
connection from the Downtown to the waterfront and this proposal supports that
objective through the development of two rather than three towers on the site.
Iconic Buildings Principles
The Iconic Buildings Principles outline architectural principles for significant buildings
being designed in the city. The Principles are as follows:


Exhibit significant and recognizable architectural creativity and excellence while
contributing to the strength and beauty of the city’s skyline.



Contribute to a strong urban design concept in relation to the surrounding
buildings, streetscape and open space context.



Have a form that is slender, sleek and clean in its overall configuration. Groups of
iconic buildings should relate to each other such that they read as a unified cluster
rather than simply as individually-designed structures.



Have a contemporary character, providing an urban design contrast which would
enhance the heritage character of the overall city.



Use colour and high-quality architectural materials.



Consider roof forms that add to the iconic quality of a building and/or grouping of
buildings. At the street-level, sweeping steel and glass canopies should provide
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both weather protection for outdoor uses and an iconic base element to the
building.


Sit within a ground plane that is designed to complement and enhance the tower
design. For example, the use of public art, water and fountains is encouraged at
the base of buildings, as well as generous tree planting and well-designed paving,
walkways and places to sit and be entertained.



Locate functions on the ground floor that animate the public experience of the site
with outdoor retailing, restaurant patios, and displays.

Staff considers the proposed archetictural design of the buildings to be in keeping with
these principles.
QUESTIONS FOR THE DESIGN PANEL’S CONSIDERATION
In addition to assessing the development relative to the design guidelines in the
Downtown Community Plan and Downtown Building and Public Realm Design
Guidelines and Master Plan, staff would ask the panel to specifically comment on the
following:
1. Tower heights.
As noted earlier in the report, the application includes a proposed height variance.
Based on the proposed plans, the west tower would be a 13% increase in height
based on building storeys or 15% based on metres, and the east tower would be a
48% increase in height based on building storeys or 39% based on metres. Staff
would appreciate comments from the NWDP on the proposed tower heights and their
relationship to the surrounding context.
2. Design and character of the townhouses.
Staff would appreciate comments from the NWDP on the design of the townhouses
that front the future park space at the eastern end of the site, particularly how they
interface with the public space. The townhouses provide an important transition
from private to public space and will act as “eyes” on the park.
3. Design of the buildings’ rear walls.
The rear elevations of the three buildings include some blank walls as a function of
the interior space and proximity to the rail tracks. As the development will function
as a gateway to the Riverfront, design consideration of these elevations is important.
Comments from the NWDP would be appreciated in regards to the sufficiency of
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design mitigation to these walls, such as texture, materials, colour and/or landscaping
intervention.
4. Public Realm and Landscaping.
Staff would appreciate comments from the NWDP in regards to the design and
programmatic aspects of the public realm and landscaping plans. Given that these
spaces will be prominent public gathering areas and highly used along the City’s
Riverfront, careful consideration to ensuring vibrant and active spaces is important.
a) In reviewing the site context plan, does the Panel agree that the proposed
conceptual design meets the objectives outlined in the design principles (outlined
in the project drawings, page L-1)?
b) The conceptual landscape plan highlights four distinct areas as well as the
circulation and movement between them. Does the plan satisfy the panel in
regards to:
i. Open views to the waterfront
ii. Surrounding buildings enhance the public space
iii. Opportunities for programming (day to day activities as well as special
events)
iv. Flexibility and adaptability
v. Creative amenities for comfort and enjoyment
vi. Accessibility (maximizing opportunities to access the site by foot or
bike)
vii. Local identity/ unique sense of place
viii. Iconic buildings
ix. Residential courtyard balances private space with public access to the
waterfront
x. Interface with the future public park

Carolyn Armanini,
Planner
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Project Drawings
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1.1 RIVER VIEW PERSPECTIVE
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2

1.2 VIEW FROM SOUTH SIDE OF SKYTRAIN BRIDGE
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3

1.3 VIEW FROM McINNES OVERPASS
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4

1.4 VIEW FROM ROYAL AVENUE AND 6TH STREET
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1.5 BIRDSEYE PERSPECTIVE LOOKING NORTH
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1.6 BIRDSEYE PERSPECTIVE LOOKING EAST
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1.7 BIRDSEYE VIEW TOWARDS PUBLIC PARK SHOWING PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS
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1.8 VIEW FROM BEGBIE ENTERING THE PROJECT
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1.9 VIEW FROM BEGBIE STREET LOOKING TOWARDS RESIDENTIAL ACCESS STREET
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1.10 ESPLANADE WALK VIEW FROM PUBLIC PLAZA LOOKING EAST
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1.11 VIEW FROM ROUNDABOUT AT WESTERN EDGE OF SITE
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1.12 CENTRAL ENTRANCE COURT AND GARDEN
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1.13 VIEW FROM FRONT STREET MEWS
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1.14 ESPLANADE WALK VIEW FROM PARK TO EAST TOWER
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1.15 VIEW FROM WESTMINSTER PIER PARK LOOKING WEST
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2.3 DESIGN RATIONALE
INTRODUCTION
The proposed project will be a major and positive contribution to the downtown waterfront and the City of New
Westminster. The development combines two residential towers, retail space, daycare, public park, underground
parking and riverfront esplanade to create a dynamic mixed use project. The site is an important gateway to the
waterfront and a key component in the City’s Waterfront vision for a continuous waterfront experience, improved
neighbourhood connections and year-round public spaces.
ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT & DESIGN APPROACH
Water is the inspiration of the Architectural concept for the project. The movement of waves and it’s ever
changing nature gave inspiration to all facets of the design. Bright and crisp elements for materials recall water
and sunlight, and gentle curves and rhythmic lines are employed for contrasting plan elements.
The urban design approach was to minimize the impact on the ground plane so as to allow more public and
residential amenity space on the ground. The location beside the river is recognized as a precious and rare
opportunity that demands to be celebrated and given as many opportunities in the design to share and open it
up for the public.
CONTEXTUAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCE
The site is situated between railroad tracks to the north, the Fraser River to the south, a Public Park to the east,
and commercial, cultural activities to the west. The long narrow site with restrictions on the north and south
provided challenges to siting. In order to maintain the recommended 15 meter separation distance from the
train rail lines, the towers were positioned close to the river. An access road for residential lobbies was placed
behind the towers and parallel to the raillines leaving the riverfront side to be pedestrian only. The long site
allowed a unique opportunity for separation of towers which is rare in an urban development. The towers are
spaced 178 feet apart, and are 180 feet from the developments across the railroad tracks. The long direction
of the towers was placed perpendicular to the river to allow more uptown views through to the river. The
geometry of the commercial building and west tower podium facing Begbie Street were angled to face the space
and provide defining walls for the arrival plaza. The podium and commercial building were scaled to recall the
historic buildings to the north and to weave the project within the neighbourhood fabric.
SITING & GRADING
While previously approved concepts had five or three towers on the site, this project with the same density but
more height and larger floorplate is proposing two towers to maximize views through the project. Parking was
pushed underground to allow large open spaces to be given for pubic use. Major public benefits will be a new
2 acre park and public esplanade along with a large multifunction plaza at the foot of Begbie which will be an
arrival place and gateway to the downtown waterfront. Minimal podium footprints allow for maximum views
through the site.

CIRCULATION & PARKING
The majority of parking, including res. parking and 80 publically-accessible parking stalls would be located
in a 3 level underground parkade accessed from Quayside Drive and a second ramp between the towers
adjacent to the north property line. The parkade is proposed to occupy the entire site except for a notch at
the northwest corner. A limited amount of on-street parking and drop-off zones are proposed adjacent to
the retail spaces at the foot of Begbie and turning into Quayside Drive. The area along the north property
line is proposed to mimic the Front Street mews and will have space for 15 surface residential visitor parking
stalls. Six at grade spaces are proposed behind the Commercial Bldg. Supplied parking on site meets the
requirement of the bylaw.
Two Vehicle entries to the underground parking are proposed. Both ramps will be connected underground and
an advanced traveller information system to alert drivers to train crossing events will be installed. Vehicles in the
underground can exit and enter via the western most ramp to avoid train delays by using the McInnes overpass.
At grade crossing for pedestrians is proposed to be added to the eastern side of Begbie and a pedestrian overpass
is proposed to be added to Sixth Street to span the rail tracks and connect pedestrians and cyclists from the
downtown to the waterfront. The overpass design is being designed in consultation with the City so that it will
be operational as soon as possible.
A realignment of the Begbie Street connection to Quayside Drive is proposed as a key element to support railroad
whistle cessation. By normalizing the existing rail intersection with Begbie Street into a typical intersection, longer
stacking distances can be obtained. Further to this requirement, the residential street behind the towers will be
a right in and right out only movement. The realignment of Begbie Street is proposed to have a flush driving
surface, with no curb so as to give the appearance of a larger cohesive space. Other elements such as reflective
buttons at the centreline, bollards at the exterior, and street trees will provide the visual clues for motorists.
A construction management plan has been prepared to minimize closures of major streets and prevent undue
burden on the local businesses during construction. The underground parkade has been notched in the northwest
corner to allow uninterrupted access along the current Quayside Drive alignment during construction, however
a short closure will be needed at the start of construction to re-align a storm outfall. Temporary construction
access is proposed for construction vehicles at grade at Sixth Street.
A transportation assessment study has been completed which documents the estimated number of vehicular
trips from the proposed development, and the anticipated effect of the development traffic on the adjacent
street system. The study concludes that during both peak hour periods, the east and west site accesses perform
well within the acceptable performance thresholds, with no traffic operations or queuing issues identified.

The site is within the Fraser River flood plain and is required to be raised to provincial standard flood control
(FCL) elevations. The provincial flood control level (FCL) will be met at the proposed public park and esplanade
which represents an approximate rise of 1 meter from existing levels (will be equal to the Westminster Pier Park
elevation). As recommended by our hydrology consultant, the ground floor interior elevations of all buildings
are raised approx. an additional meter above this FCL. At the west end of the site, the roads must slope up gently
from the existing railroad and Quayside Drive roundabout to meet the new FCL. All entrances and exits to the
project are at or above the FCL except for the eastern vehicle ramp which is proposed to be equipt with a flood
control barrier.
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2.4 DESIGN RATIONALE (continued)
TOWER PODIUM
By placing the towers close to the river, an opportunity to recess the base from the tower presented itself so that
more space could be given to the pedestrian realm. To that end, the front tower structure was angled back to
allow more space on level 1 for pedestrians along the esplanade. These V shaped structural columns became a
generator for the curves of the tower.
The Podium is an amalgamation of diverse retail and residential elements forming a progressive look for the
waterfront. It is recessed from the tower form to emphasize the angled nature of the structure and to provide a
plinth for the tower form. The height of the podium is in scale with the older historic buildings to the north of
Front Street. Under the west tower on Level 1 is a proposed 7,500 s.f. two story restaurant, residential lobby, trash
and recycling area as well as loading. The east tower Level 1 is proposed to contain a residential lobby, five two
story townhouses facing the public park, trash and recycling area as well as loading. The third floor is proposed
to contain residential amenities as well as electrical and mechanical equipment not permitted in the basement
due to flood concerns. The fourth level is proposed to contain residential units, amenity spaces as well as open
space for double height amenity below.
TOWER
The sculptural concept for the towers envisions sheets, or planes of glass, layered to open up to the fantastic city,
mountain, and Fraser River views. An abundance of angles have been introduced to maximize sunlight exposure.
The glass facade extends beyond the building to create ‘free-floating’ fins and allow the planes of glass to be
uninterrupted to the roof. The planes of glass on each facade soar above the main roof to lighten the form. The
tower plan is gently curved on the outside faces for better views, and formed with straight lines on the inner
faces to provide contrast. West and east tower floorplates are essentially a mirror of each other from level 5
up with differing number of floors to makeup the 53 and 43 proposed floors. Differences include no second
penthouse level on the shorter tower. An acoustic report has been prepared and the recommendations for noise
attenuation will be followed.
A number of features are proposed to be employed on the tower facades to create a unique and distinct project.
Mullion extensions projecting out 8” and in a contrasting colour will create swirling patterns to recall water themes
and provide an ever changing tower elevations as one moves around them similar to moving water. A rotating
balcony that creates a dynamic diagonal line is a signature design element for the prominent riverfront corners.
Glass fins will extend the building skin into balcony areas to reinforce the curved theme and continuous glass
sheets. Vertical elements projecting above the roof level are proposed to be lit at night to create shafts of light as
a thematic continuation of the mullion extensions. These features will contribute to the skyline and identify the
tower from afar, emphasizing it as a portal to the downtown riverfront.

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
A three story building with CRU on the ground floor and a 40 child daycare above is proposed on the west side
of Begbie Street. The second floor of the building will be programmed for 24 children aged 30 months to school
age, while level 3 will be programmed for 16 toddlers. Both levels will have large south facing outdoor decks
and the rooftop will also be available for children’s use. Each level has been separated visually to break up the
elevation and provide large open decks for the children’s play areas. These levels are offset from one another
around a corner tower block from which the other levels are visually separated and rotated around. The facade is
also proposed with mullion extensions which will create dynamic ever changing elevations.
MATERIALS
A consistent color palette is proposed for all three building facades. A blue/gray glass with matching blue gray
spandrel and mullions is proposed for all glazing, while the mullion extensions are proposed to be in a contrasting
white colour. The podium will also be clad with a large format tile sheets in a polished white estatuario marble
pattern. This material is more durable than porous natural stone and will hold up to our climate without aging or
algae growth. Ceramic is also naturally resistant to graffiti making it CPTED friendly as well. The requirements for
ventilation of equipment on Level 3 of the towers is proposed to be treated with horizontal architectural louvers
as a compositional element to complement the other blocks.
LANDSCAPE
Landscape elements have been designed to celebrate public riverfront access with a park and esplanade while
providing visual cues to separate semi private residential use. The heierarchy of different elevations will also be
used to separate private townhouse patios from the public realm. The entire esplanade is pier supported over
the river while the remainder of the site is above the parking structure. The pedestrian level design has focused
on transparency and accessibility to overcome the flood mitigation requirements and create visually exciting
facades while providing for viable commercial opportunities at Begbie Street, and quieter residential townhouse
and amenity uses within the site. The semi-private open space between the towers is proposed as active uses for
the residents such as a community garden and communal meeting spaces. See also response from Landscape
Architect.

Family friendly units would be incorporated into each tower. The average size for units on the typical floors is 955
s.f, and 1170 s.f. at Sky Collection. The east tower will contain ground level townhouses with an average of 1715
s.f. The number of three bedroom units will exceed the 10% minimum. 665 total units are proposed.
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2.5 PROJECT DATA
1.0 PHASE 1A - 53 STOREYS
FLOORS
1.1 AREA:

L1

L2

L3

L4
L5-42
L43-50
L51
L52
L53

RES.LOBBY
CORE
TRASH
& ST2
LOADING
ELEVATOR & LOBBY
RESTAURANT LEVEL 1
RESTAURANT MEZZANINE
ST2
MEP
CORRIDOR
CORE
AMENITY
AMENITY MEZZANINE
CORE
CORRIDOR
UNITS
RES.TYPICAL
RES. SKY
RES. SUB PENT
RES. PH
RES. PH MEZZANINE
TOTAL AREA

1.2 UNITS:

APTS

1.3 PARKING:

RES. 1BED
RES. 2BED
RES. 3BED
RES. VISITOR
RESTAURANT
TOTAL PARKING SPACE
ACCESSIBLE(INCL. IN TOTAL)

1

1

1

9175

2722

7107

1
6550
38
8
1
1
1
53

@
@
@
@
@

GFA. (SF)
/FLOOR
1950
1045
198
197
466
203
5116
2135
587
3129
256
1045
2677
1845
1045
220
3440
8910
8216
7533
7533
1944

SF GFA EA
PROPOSED
UNITS
86
243
35
364
7484

RATIO /UNITS
0.92
1.240
1.240
0.092
775
3.33%

3.0 PHASE 2- 43 STOREYS
GFA. (SF)
1950

L1
203
7484

1301

1265

L4

3440
338580
65728
7533
7533
1944
446280

L5-35
L36-41
L42
L43

RES.LOBBY
CORE
TRASH
LOADING & EST2
CORRIDOR & EST3
TOWNHOUSE
TOWNHOUSE
ST2
MEP
CORRIDOR
CORE
AMENITY
AMENITY MEZZANINE
CORE
CORRIDOR
UNITS
RES.TYPICAL
RES. SKY
RES. SUB PENT
RES. PH
TOTAL AREA

3.2 UNITS:

APTS

3.3 PARKING:

RES. 1BED
RES. 2BED
RES. 3BED
RES. VISITOR
TOTAL PARKING SPACE
ACCESSIBLE(INCL. IN TOTAL)

1

8855

1

4589

1

5959

1

5807

31
6
1
1
43

@
@
@

TYP.
RATIO /UNITS
0.92
1.240
1.240
0.092

1950
1045
280
499
560
4521
3984
605
2068
198
1045
2648
1102
1045
220
3440
8910
8216
7533
7533

SF GFA EA
PROPOSED
UNITS
70
198
33
301

3.33%

1950
2384

8505
605
2068
1243
3750
1265
3440
276210
49296
7533
7533
365782
301
CARS
64
246
41
28
379
13

4.0 AREA FOR BELOW GRADE
GFA. (SF)
/FLOOR

FLOORS

GFA. (SF)

2.1 AREA:

L2
L3
L4

L3

4522

2.0 PHASE 1B - 3 STOREYS

L1

L2

3129

CARS
80
302
44
33
10
469
16

GFA. (SF)

3.1 AREA:

1673

364

GFA. (SF)
/FLOOR

FLOORS

RETAIL
ELECTRICAL RECYCLE WASHROOM LOADING
DAYCARE LOBBY & ST 2
DAYCARE
DAYCARE
DAYCARE
TOTAL AREA

2.2 PARKING:
RETAIL
DAYCARE
TOTAL PARKING SPACE
ACCESSIBLE(INCL. IN TOTAL)

1
1
1
1
4
RATIO
775

3.33%

3452

1472
1274
706
2914
2365
438

2109

P1
P2
P3
TOTAL GFA(SF) FOR PARKING

DAYCARE
4620

WT

ET
57414

GFA. (SF)
62034
158608
158608
379250

7060
9169

2109

PROPOSED
3
4
7
1
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2.6 PROJECT DATA - (continued)

5.0 DEVELOPMENT TOTAL
5.1 AREA:

GFA. (SF)
7060
2109
7484
3900
9736
8505
8272
5197
768770
821033

DAYCARE
RETAIL
RESTAURANT
RES.LOBBY
RESIDENTIAL OTHER(CORE+CORRIDOR)
TOWNHOUSE
AMENITY
MEP
RES. UNITS
TOTAL AREA(INCL. EXEMPTION)

SITE COVERAGE

SITE COVERAGE AREA

4096
10756
10161

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
WEST TOWER
EAST TOWER

SITE AREA
SITE COVERAGE

25013
176729
14%

EXEMPTION
MEP (UP TO 10% OF SITE COVERAGE EXEMPT)
ENTRY LOBBY
AMENITY
OVERALL SINGLE-STOREY UNITS
OVERALL ADAPTABLE UNITS
ONE BEDROOM ADAPTABLE
TWO BEDROOM ADAPTABLE
TOTAL EXEMPTION
DENSITY

10%

40%
19.9
30.14

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
WEST TOWER
EAST TOWER

GROUND MAX.
BUILDING FOOTPRINT
3451
S.F.
9175
S.F.
8855
S.F.
STOREY
3
53
43

M
14.00
176.91
142.98

264

156
441
68
665

LARCO REPORT
REQUIRED
144
777
548
85
61
80
158
10
3
4
935
3.33%

CAR SHARE
(1:4)

PROPOSED
CARS

0

777

-5

153

-5

930
31

RATE
1.25

LONG TERM
832

SHORT TERM
6
5

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
WEST TOWER
EAST TOWER
RES. 1BED
RES. 2BED
RES. 3BED
TOTAL APTS

RES. 1BED
RES. 2BED
RES. 3BED
RES. VISITOR (INCL.15 SURFACE PARKING)
PUBLIC
RESTAURANT
RETAIL (INCL.2 SURFACE PARKING)
DAYCARE (4 SURFACE PARKING)
TOTAL PARKING SPACE
ACCESSIBLE(INCL. IN TOTAL)

5.6 BICYCLE
RESIDENTIAL
RESTAURANT
RETAIL/DAYCARE
TOTAL

TOWER FOOTPRINT
ABOVE SECONDARY STOREY
N/A
8910
S.F.
8910
S.F.
FEET
45'-11"
580'-5"
469'-1"

5 3 BUILDING HEIGHT

5 5 PARKING:
SUMMARY

1373
5877
21924
799109
799109
176729
4.52

TOTAL AREA PROVIDED
TOTAL AREA ALLOWED
SITE AREA
FLOOR SPACE RATIO

BUILDING
5 2 FOOTPRINT

5.4 UNITS:

658
264
69
195

2501
3900
8272

0.4

TOTAL APTS
665

2
834

11

47
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2.7 PROJECT DATA - UNITS

Floor
Number

1

Typical

38

85.7%

Sky

8

85.5%

Sub
Penthouse

1

85.5%

1

Unit #

Unit Area

402
403
404
405
501-4201
502-4202
503-4203
504-4204
505-4205
506-4206
507-4207
508-4208
Sub Total

661
1211
990
578
917
661
1211
990
578
849
1197
1233

4301-5001
4302-5002
4303-5003
4304-5004
4305-5005
4306-5006
Sub Total

948
1306
1228
772
1278
1491

5101
5102
5103
5104
Sub Total

1647
1305
1753
1752

5201
5202
5203 Lower
5204 Lower

1647
1305
1753
1752

5203 Upper
5204 Upper

789
823

5203 Total
5204 Total

2542
2575

Total
Balcony
Area
53
130
147
44
58
53
130
147
44
43
86
225
30242

Average

Sellable
Area/
Floor

860

3440

Common
Area/
Floor

WEST TOWER UNITS BREAK DOWN
1 Bed +
Total Area/ Total Units/ 1 Bed +
1 Bath +
Floor G.F.A
Floor
1 Bath
Flex
1

2 Bed +
2 Bath

2 Bed +
2 Bath +
Flex

2 Bed +
2 Bath+
Family

3 Bed +
2 Bath

3 Bed +
2 Bath +
Flex

3 Bed +
3 Bath +
Flex

3 Bed +
2 Bath +
Flex+Fam.

3 Bed +
3 Bath +
Flex+Fam.

1

4

1
1
38
38

955

7636

1274

8910

8

10
38

28

38
38
38
38

290168

1171

7023

338580

1193

8216

308
8
8
8

6

8
8
8

56184

65728

48
1

1614.25

6457

1092

7549

4

7549

4

1
1
1

6457

1
1614.25

6457

1092

7549

806

1612

378

1990

1

4

85.5%
1
81.0%

Total

1
360878
Sellable

364
Units

39

86

47

159

84
243

0

29

3

35

1

1

1
1

48
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2.8 PROJECT DATA - UNITS
Average

Sellable
Area/
Floor

Common
Area/
Floor

Unit #

1

101 Lower
102 Lower
103 Lower
104 Lower
105 Lower

1034
653
868
1043
990

918

4588

0

4588

1

101 Upper
102 Upper
103 Upper
104 Upper
105 Upper

747
842
811
833
891

825

4124

0

4124

101 Total
102 Total
103 Total
104 Total
105 Total

1781
1495
1679
1876
1881

402
403
404
405
501-3501
502-3502
503-3503
504-3504
505-3505
506-3506
507-3507
508-3508
Sub Total

917
661
1211
990
917
661
1211
990
578
849
1197
1233

3601-4101
3602-4102
3603-4103
3604-4104
3605-4105
3606-4106
Sub Total

948
1306
1228
772
1278
1491

4201-4301
4202-4302
4203-4303
4204-4304
Sub Total

1647
1305
1753
1752

1

31

85.7%

Sky

6

85.5%

Penthouse

2

2 Bed +
2 Bath

2 Bed +
2 Bath +
Flex

2 Bed +
2 Bath+
Family

3 Bed +
2 Bath

3 Bed +
2 Bath +
Flex

3 Bed +
2 Bath +
Flex+Fam.

3 Bed +
3 Bath +
Flex+Fam.

3

0

0

3 Bed +
3 Bath +
Flex
4

3 Bed +
2 Bath +
Flex+Fam.
1

3 Bed +
3 Bath +
Flex+Fam.
1

3 Bed +
3 Bath +
Flex

3 Bed +
3 Bath

1
1742

1

5

8712

Typical

EAST TOWER UNITS BREAK DOWN
1 Bed +
Total Area/ Total Units/ 1 Bed +
1 Bath +
Floor G.F.A
Floor
1 Bath
Flex

Floor
Number

Townhouse

Unit Area

Total
Balcony
Area

8712

1
1
1

5
1

945

3779

1

4

1
1
31
31

955

7636

1274

8910

8

10
31

21

31
31
31
31

236716

1171

7023

276210

1193

8216

252
6
6
6

6

6
6
6

42138

49296

36
2

1614.25

6457

1092

7549

4

15098

8

2
2
2

12914
291768
Sellable

301
Units

Total
Sellable
Area

Total
Units

652646

665

32

70

1 Bed +
1 Bath
71

156
23%

38

1 Bed +
1 Bath +
Flex
85

130

68
198

0

UNITS BREAK DOWN SUMMARY
2 Bed +
2 Bed +
2 Bed +
2 Bath +
2 Bath+
2 Bath
Flex
Family
289
152
0
441
66%

22

3 Bed +
2 Bath
51

4

3 Bed +
2 Bath +
Flex
7

4

33

3 Bed +
3 Bath
4

68
10%

49
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2.9 PROJECT DATA - UNITS

ADAPTABLE UNIT BREAK DOWN
WEST TOWER UNITS BREAK DOWN
Floor
Number

Unit #

501-4201
402-2202
Typical
38
404-3504
405-2205
506-4206
Sub Total
EAST TOWER UNITS BREAK DOWN
501-3501
402-1902
Typical
31
404-2804
405-1805
506-3506
Sub Total
Total

Unit Area
917
661
990
578
849

1 Bed +
1 Bath

2 Bed +
2 Bath
38

19
32
19
19

917
661
990
578
849

1 Bed +
1 Bath +
Flex

19

38
108
31

16
25
15
15
16
1 Bedroom
69
264

31
87
2 Bedroom
195

50
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2.10 CPTED
Access Control:

Lighting:

• Parking, front entry, secondary entrances/exits, ground-level suite windows & doors; perimeter.
Information should be supplied as to the type of access control to be used (recommend electronic 			
key fob-card system); where control points will be located (front/parking/storage/elevator/etc);
location of mailboxes and storage lockers; access to public/private amenities.
Access control will be with card system. Control points will be located at:
		
Tower lobbies (Tower 1 & 2, L1 )
		
Elevator lobby access from parking (Tower 1, 2 , P3, P2, P1) (Commercial Bldg P1)
		
Gates for parking vehicle and pedestrian entrances to underground (L1)
		
Public access from parking to grade and the Daycare above is supplied by an elevator in the 		
		
Commercial Building. 		

Perimeter, parking facilities, common areas
• It is advised to illuminate pathways around property, doorways, and front entry well.
Light bollards and in-wall lighting is proposed for pathways internal to the site. The public esplanade
will retain the standard from Westminster Pier Park and will have a variety of lighting types to
enhance safety. All exterior lighting will comply with the Light Intrusion Bylaw.

Mail Rooms are located adjacent to building lobbies on Level 1. Storage locker rooms and bicycle locker
rooms are located in the parkade and will not be labeled, and will have commercial grade hardware.

• Underground parking and internal stairwells and hallways should be painted white, which will enhance lighting,
eliminating need to “over-illuminate” area.
This has also been noted in the plans.
• Indicate if any lighting will be individually activated (porch/balcony lighting)
All balconies on the tower and patios at the townhouse level units will have individually activated lighting
at the exterior.

• Plans should indicate location of parking security gate(s) and if visitor parking is included, how this area is 		
controlled.
The Public’s access to the project is via the ramp behind the commercial building and will be open from
8:00am to 6:00pm. Hours may be expanded once commercial tenants in the proposed development
are secured. Visitors can enter the parkade via this ramp or the other one behind the towers. Once
underground, the public parking for the Commercial building and restaurant is clustered near the elevator.
The public parking, visitor, and residential parking are all separated from one another via a gate and
fencing. The eastern ramp is proposed to be always gated. Access for visitors after hours will be controlled
via intercom at the top of the ramp.

Hierarchy/Defensible Space /Territoriality:

• Secondary / emergency exits should be designed to reduce any hidden or recessed areas from natural surveillance.
This has been considered in the design. Open sight lines are provided through windows and lower 		
plantings for areas which need higher visibility. Separate exits are provided for public areas of the
parkade and are not connected to the tower stairs. The exit stairs for the parkade below the park are
proposed to be triangular glass forms above grade which minimize their profile and will be well lit to
avoid any dark hiding spots.

• Locations of parking ramps, secondary exits,etc.
Parking ramps are internal to the underground parkade. Secondary exits will exit the building in a well
lit environment leading to a public way.

• Garbage and recycling area should be located inside parkade to eliminate scavengers.
Garbage rooms are behind roll-up doors within the building on Level 1 for each tower as well as the
Commercial building. Sufficient space for vehicle maneuvering has been considered for a truck to 		
remove bins from the raised dock.
• With growing incidents of mail theft, attention should be paid to the type of security measures the building will
incorporate to reduce theft opportunities. Liaising with Canada Post Inspectors on their requirements and current
technology available is advised, including installing timer devices on postal keys.
Mail rooms will be open for visibility and security and have been located adjacent to building lobbies.
Rear load mailboxes are proposed per Canada Post recommendations. In due course Canada Post will
be contacted to determine best practice for postee access to building.

Pathways around property, outdoor features (water, recreation, etc), fencing, entrapment areas, user groups
• The perimeter area around the property should indicate what is “private space” with the use of fencing, landscaping,
and signage.
All townhouse units at street level will have low walls with landscape hedges and short metal gates to
define their patio space. Due to flood level considerations, all interior space is placed approx. 1 meter
higher than adjacent flood control level (FCL) of the esplanade and public park. This difference of level is
another hierarchical element to define and separate spaces.

• Who and how user groups will access and use the site.
A metal fence is required for railroad security along the entire north side of the project and only open
at Begbie Street. The south of the project faces the river and has a guardrail along its entire length. Access
is solely from the two ends of the project, however the site is so large that pedestrian access is possible
from many directions through the site. The entire site is open without gates or fences except for townhouse
patios and the above mentioned perimeter fences. All users can move freely throughout the site,
however certain visual cues are proposed to represent a more private residential area. For example,
signage, floor patterns, planting and height differences are proposed to signal residential use. The central
seim-private residential amenity between the towers is proposed to be 1 meter higher than the esplanade
to the south. North/south access from the road at the north to the public esplanade is provided with a
straight visual connection, however the garden in the middle will be raised to suggest a more private use.
• Location and type of fencing and gate access.
Aluminum and glass fences are proposed for the townhouses.
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2.11 CPTED (continued)
• Address indicators should be easily seen from street and, in multi-tower projects, clearly direct traffic to their
destination.
Due to the complex nature and size of this project, there will be many signs directing people to their
destination. The location of these will be determined later in the working drawing phase.
Target Hardening:
Doors, windows, parking, mailbox and storage locker locations.
• Front entry door should be equipped with a full-length astragal if equipped with standard locking mechanism (not
necessary with glass door magnetic closures).
Lobby entrances are proposed to be frameless glass with magnetic locks.

Exterior Features of Buildings:
• Describe wall treatments
The project has considered durability and low maintenance for all exterior materials proposed. Glazing
and a ceramic tile material are proposed as the main materials. Both of which are easy to maintain and
graffiti resistant.
Additional Information:

• Review secondary exits to determine whether outside hardware is necessary (ie “Exit Only”). If hardware on outside,
ensure it is quality hardware that has anti-pry and anti-wrench protection.
It is intended that all exterior doors to public areas other than entry lobbies will be exit only.

• List any community facilities that encourages neighbourliness
The large central garden amenity space will be a well used feature of this development, and is meant to
be a place for relaxation for the residents of this development. The 2 acre park on the eastern portion of
the site as well as the public esplanade and plaza at the foot of Begbie Street will allow for many varied
activities to take place to foster neighbourliness.

• Apartment doors should be equipped with minimum 1” deadbolts, security interlock plates, door viewer, and if
frames are wood, 3” screws in strikeplates.
Apartment doors will comply and this will be shown in the working drawings.

• Architectural planning that fosters community and “eyes on the street”
The design of the complex with commercial and residential uses facing all directions and levels allows
for many views across the site which provides many ‘eyes on the street’.

Surveillance:
Opportunities from within property and from surrounding properties; glazing around elevator vestibules, entries,
public/private areas.
• Front entry should be well glazed with no areas of concealment.
Entrance lobbies are proposed to be expanse of frameless glass.

• Noise attenuation
An acoustic consultant has been retained, and their recommendations for noise attenuation and
enhanced livability will be implemented. Space planning within the tower has already minimized the
number of bedrooms and living spaces facing north to the trains. Due to flood control requirements,
electrical and mechanical normally placed in the parkade has been moved up to Level 2. The tall tower
also has a mid-height mechanical space and these areas will also be treated for vibration isolation.

• Glazing in vestibules in underground elevators and on internal doors leading to stairways, parking, and exits.
All doors and vestibule walls in parking levels will have glazing for visibility.

• Dog relief station
A dog relief area is proposed to be located on Level 1 in the garden area between the towers.

• Residential/commercial units should orient their entries to provide as much surveillance opportunities (“eyes on the
street”) as possible and designed to encourage ‘ownership’ of public area in front of their unit.
The project has units and patios/balconies fronting on all sides of the development, which allows for 		
many ‘eyes on the street’.
• Fencing should be of material that will allow for surveillance in/out of property and materials that don’t encourage
graffiti (ie wrought iron).
Fences are proposed to be aluminum picket style.
• Landscaping material should not impede sight lines around corners, in/out of suites, or doorways. Foresight is
necessary to ensure selected species will not grow unruly.
See separate response by Landscape Architect.
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4.5 RENDERED SOUTH ELEVATION
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4.6 RENDERED NORTH ELEVATION
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4.7 RENDERED WEST ELEVATION

Commercial Building

West Tower

East Tower
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4.8 RENDERED EAST ELEVATION

Commercial Building

West Tower

East Tower
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4.10 COMMERCIAL BUILDING - SOUTH ELEVATION

G2

M2

T1
G2
G3
G2
M2

M1

G2
G3
G2

M2

M1
G3
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4.11 COMMERCIAL BUILDING -NORTH ELEVATION

M2
G2

T1

G3

M2
M1
G3
G3
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4.12 COMMERCIAL BUILDING - WEST ELEVATION

M2
G2

T1
G3
G2
G3
G2

M1

G3
M2
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4.13 COMMERCIAL BUILDING -EAST ELEVATION

M2

G2
T1

M1
G3
G2
M1
G3
M2

M2
M1
G3
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4.14 TOWER 1 - SOUTH ELEVATION DETAIL

G2
P1

G1
M2
G2

P1

G1

P1

G3

G3

P1

P1

G2

G2

G2

G3

G3

M2

M2
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4.15 TOWER 1 - NORTH ELEVATION DETAIL

P1

M2

M2

G2
M2
G1

M1

G2

P1

G3

G2
G2
M2

M3

T1

G3
M2
G3
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4.16 TOWER 1 - WEST ELEVATION DETAIL

M2
P1
M1

G2
M2
G1
G2

P1

G3

P1

M3
G2

M2

T1

G3
M2

G3
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4.17 TOWER 1 - EAST ELEVATION DETAIL

M1

P1
G2

G2
G1

P1

M2

P1

G2

M3

T1

M2
G3
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4.18 TOWER 2 - SOUTH ELEVATION DETAIL

G2
G1
M2
G2

P1

P1

P1
G2

M1

G2

T1

P1

G3

T1

T1

P1
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G3

G3

P1

G3

G2
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4.19 TOWER 2 - NORTH ELEVATION DETAIL

P1

M2
G1

M2

G2
P1

T1

G3

M3

T1

G2

G3

P1

G2

G3
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4.20 TOWER 2 - WEST ELEVATION DETAIL

G2
G1

M2

G2

P1

G3
M2
P2

P1

G3

T1

T1

T1

T1

G3
M2
G3
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4.21 TOWER 2 - EAST ELEVATION DETAIL

M1

G1
P1
G2

P1

M1
M2

G1
G2

G3

P1

P1

G3

P1

M2

G2
G3
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T1
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P1

T1
G3

M2
G2
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CARNARVON STREET

CLARKSON STREET

COLUMBIA STREET

FRONT STREET / RAILROAD

QUAYSIDE DRIVE

FRASER RIVER

5.7 VICINITY ELEVATION - EAST

111
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FRASER RIVER

QUAYSIDE DRIVE

FRONT STREET / RAILROAD

COLUMBIA STREET

CLARKSON STREET

CARNARVON STREET

5.8 VICINITY ELEVATION - WEST
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SIXTH STREET

McKENZIE STREET

BEGBIE STREET

5.9 VICINITY ELEVATION - WEST
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7.1 SUN SHADE DIAGRAMS

March 21, 9:00 AM

March 21, 12 Noon

March 21, 3:00 PM

June 21, 9:00 AM

June 21, 12 Noon

June 21, 3:00 PM

March 21, 6:00 PM

June 21, 6:00 PM
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7.2 SUN SHADE DIAGRAMS (continued)

September 21, 9:00 AM

September 21, 12 Noon

September 21, 3:00 PM

September 21, 6:00 PM

December 21, 9:00 AM

December 21, 12 Noon

December 21, 3:00 PM

December 21, 6:00 PM
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Attachment 3
Downtown Design Guidelines
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster
Design Panel

Date: March 28, 2017

From:

Rupinder Basi
Senior Development Planner

File:

Subject:

Design Review for the Royal Columbian Hospital Redevelopment
(Mental Health and Substance Use Building) – Phase 1 (330 East
Columbia Street)

PF007062

RECOMMENDATION
THAT this report be received for information

PURPOSE
The applicant (Bird Construction) has submitted design drawings for the first phase of the
Royal Columbia Hospital (RCH) redevelopment, located at 330 East Columbia Street,
which includes the proposed Mental Health and Substance Use (MHSU) building and
Energy Centre (See Appendix 1 – Location Map). Given that the subject property is
not located within a Development Permit Area and is institutional, no development
permit is required for the site.
In order to facilitate the proposed development, a Development Variance Permit
application has also been submitted to vary the front yard setback requirements for
certain portions of the building. The proposed variances would only apply to two (2)
minor structural encroachments into the required building setbacks along Allen Street and
Brunette Avenue, with the majority of the building being sited in accordance with P-3
zoning requiremnts, and are considered reasonable.
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The purpose of this report is to provide the New Westminster Design Panel with
information on the first phase of the RCH Redevelopment (MHSU and Energy Centre)
and pass along the input received to the applicant for their consideration.

BACKROUND
Site Characteristics and Context:
The RCH site is situated within the historic Sapperton Neigbourhood, in close proximity
to the Brewery District, two SkyTrain Stations (Sapperton and Braid), Urban Academy
School, and fronts onto a Major Road Network (Brunette Avenue).
The overall RCH property is L-Shaped with five street frontages (East Columbia Street,
Sherbrooke Street, Allen Street, Keary Street, and Brunette Avenue). The total site area
of the property is 607,859 square feet (56,470.1 square meters).
The proposed site for Phase 1 redevelopment, including the proposed MHSU building
and Energy Centre has an area of 84,604.9 square feet (7859.8 square meters) and is
bounded by Allen Street to the north, Brunette Avenue to the east, Keary Street to the
south, and a private service lane to the west. The frontage along Allen Street is 368.6 feet
(112.37 meters), 149.24 feet (45.49 meters) along Keary Street, and 424.0 feet (129.24
meters) along Brunette Avenue.
The Phase 1 area was previously used as a surface parking lot. An excavation permit was
recently issued for the site in order to facilitate the proposed development.

APPENDICIES ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT
1 Location Map
2 Project Drawings (Architectural and
Landscaping)
3 Design Narrative

4

Campus Design Standards

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Overall RCH Redevelopment
According to the RCH Redevelopment website, the overall RCH Redevelopment Project
will be phased to allow for continuity of hospital services throughout construction,
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demolition, and renovation work. Due to the complexity involved in this multi-phase,
multi-year project, work has been broken into three separate phases:




Phase One provides foundational elements for the site in preparation for
subsequent phases.
Phase Two is anticipated to include a new 350-bed Acute Care Tower with a new
and expanded emergency department.
Phase Three is anticipated to include renovations in the existing Health Care
Centre and Columbia Tower to improve care delivery on the site.

Provincial approval has been grant for the commencement of Phase One while Phases
Two and Three are currently in business case development.
Phase One Redevelopment
As the first step in this multi-phase, multi-year project, Phase One provides foundational
elements for the site in preparation for subsequent phases. The work to be completed in
Phase One includes:










A new 75-bed Mental Health and Substance Use (MHSU) building;
An energy centre, including fit-out of equipment required to service the MHSU
building and existing campus;
3.5 levels of underground parking, providing 400+ parking stalls for the campus;
Associated tunnel and bridge connections to the existing campus;
Civil construction of a campus IT network perimeter pathway system connecting
the communications hub to the buildings and third-party structures, and which will
be used for the installation of the fiber optic ring;
Conversion of most of the campus from steam to hot water;
Upgrades to campus-wide systems including humidification and electrical power;
and
Fit-out of the campus communications hub.

Work on the various components of the Phase One is underway, with a number of
components involving regular input/involvement from City Staff. Fraser Health is now
ready to move forward with the design review of proposed Mental Health and Substance
Use Building and Energy Centre, details of which are provided below.
Proposed Mental Health and Substance Use Building and Energy Centre)
The proposed MHSU building will have LEED Gold certification consisting of 6 storeys,
including an energy center plus 3.5 levels of underground parking which will be located
within the portion of the Royal Columbian Hospital Campus that is bounded by Brunette
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provided) = 46
4 loading stalls
Minimum:

Off-Street Loading
Bicycle Parking

Building Setbacks
Allen Street (North)
Brunette Avenue (East)
Keary Street (South)
Private Service Lane(West)

4 loading stalls

Long-term:
1 space per 25
employees

Long Term:
12 storage spaces on Level P1

Short-term:
Min of 6 spaces
at public entrance
Minimum:
7.62 m. (25 ft.)
7.62 m. (25 ft.)
7.62 m. (25 ft.)
no requirement

To be examined through Design
Review

3.95 m. (12.95 ft.)
4.236 m. (13.89 ft.)
7.62 m. (25 ft.)
3.0 m. (13.1 ft.)

Sustainability Considerations
As indicated by the project consultant team, they are pursuing LEED Gold Certification
for the proposed project. Other sustainability aspects being considered for this project
include the use of energy efficient lighting (LED), uses of low-VOC (volatile organic
compound) such as paints, carpeting, and adhesives to improve indoor air quality, and the
use of drought-tolerant landscaping. It is noted that 100% of heating and cooling energy
will be provided through a combination of high efficiency peaking boilers and heat
recovery chillers, with the majority of energy for space heating and domestic hot water
provided by carbon neutral heat provided by Sapperton Renewable District Energy
System after 2020.
Proximity to Transit Service
Transit Facility
Sapperton SkyTrain Station

Frequency
5-6 minutes (Peak Hours), 6
minutes Midday and
Evening, 8-10 minutes Late
Night and Weekends

Distance
164 feet (50 meters)

The site is within a 5 minute walking distance of the Sapperton Skytrain station.
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POLICY CONTEXT
Official Community Plan Land Use Designation
The subject property (330 East Columbia Street) is designated as “P” for Major
Institutional in the Official Community Plan. The proposed land use designation in the
new 2041 OCP is also Major Institutional. This proposal is consistent with this
designation.
Development Permit Area
The Royal Columbia Hospital property is not situated within a Development Permit Area,
however, given the scale of this project, staff recommends and the applicant has agreed to
undertake a design review of the proposal.
Zoning Bylaw
The subject property is located within the Public and Institutional Districts (High Rise)
(P-3) which permits Hospitals including mental health facilities. Apart from the front
setback variance, the proposal is consistent with the requirements of the P-3 Zone. The
RCH Site will also temporarily be over the maximum site coverage with the construction
of the new MHSU and Energy Centre, however the site coverage will be corrected once
the Sherbrooke Building has been demolished as part of the subsequent phases of the
RCH redevelopment.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Urban Design
As part of the Royal Columbian Hospital Redevelopment project, the attached RCH
Campus Design Standards were developed to serve as a guiding document to help inform
the development of the various stages of the proposed RCH redevelopment covering
topic areas such as urban design, site design, building massing and esthetics,
sustainability strategies, and interior concepts. The Standards also provide the Hospital
with consistency of design and ensure that the campus evolves to support the overall
project vision and integrate appropriately with the surrounding community.
The applicant has also submitted a Design Narrative (see Appendix 3 – Design
Narrative) which demonstrates how the Royal Columbian Hospital (RCH) Campus
Design Standards (see Appendix 4 – Campus Design Standards) have been
incorporated into the overall design of the MHSU building.
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The architectural elements of the proposed building include materials such as prefinished
metal panels, brick veneer, aluminum framed glazing, composite woodgrain panels and
aboriginal art film on the glazing.
The proposed institutional building has been designed with high quality building
materials and a complementary color scheme which is compatible with the surrounding
area. The complimentary design and multiple recessed rooflines serves to create a
visually appealing façade mirroring the mountainous vistas.
A landscape plan has also been submitted as part of the design drawings. The landscape
plan embraces tree retention, rooftop greenery, public greenspace and other green
features, including common areas and walkways to green the built environment. A
variety of landscape species are proposed that will enhance the pedestrian corridors.
The project design drawings have been attached to this report (see Appendix 2 – Project
Drawings).
Streetscape
As part of the RCH Phase 1 redevelopment, the applicant will be undertaking streetscape
improvements along both Allen Street, Keary Street, and Brunette Avenue. These
streetscape improvements are intended to provide for a more inviting and comfortable
pedestrian experience and will consist of enhanced sidewalks, street trees, and landscaped
boulevards. Details on the proposed streetscape improvements are provided on the
project design drawings (see Appendix 2 – Project Drawings).
CONSULTATATION
Fraser Health is undertaking a comprehensive consultation program to keep area
residents and local businesses informed about the various stages of the RCH
Redevelopment Strategy. This includes regular RCH update newsletters, construction
notices, presentations to area stakeholders (McBride-Sapperton Residents’ Association
and Sapperton Business Association), creation of a Patient and Family consultative group
to examine project design, and providing a point of contact for any project inquiries. To
date, this consultation program has been in place to inform community of projects such as
the creation of the temporary parking lot for staff and construction workers near the Braid
SkyTrain station, the relocation of the Helipad on the Columbia Hospital tower, and
updates on tree removal and creation of surface parking near the intersection of
Sherbrooke and E. Columbia Street.
Fraser Health will be hosting an upcoming Open House where they will be providing
information to the community on the proposed Mental Health and Substance Use
building and Energy Centre. At the time of preparation of this report, the date/location
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was not confirmed but it is anticipated to occur in early April. Staff will forward
information about this meeting to Council once it becomes available.
REVIEW PROCESS – NEXT STEPS
The next steps in the review process for the proposed MHSU building is as follows:
1. Staff level review of the proposed MHSU building – underway.
2. Information presentation of project to the New Westminster Design Panel on March
28, 2017. – current status.
3. Fraser Health to schedule an Open House (aiming for early April) to provide
information to area residents about the proposed Mental Health and Substance Use
building and Energy Centre.
4. Council consideration of the proposed DVP application at an Opportunity to be Heard
on April 24, 2017.
5. Issuance of Building Permit subject to proposed development meeting BC Building
Code requirements.

Questions for NWDP Consideration
In addition to seeking general comments from the NWDP in regards to the overall design
of the proposed RCH Phase 1 redevelopment (MHSU building and Energy Centre), staff
have identified the following questions for the panel to provide specific response to:
1) How does the form and character of the Mental Health and Substance Use building
and Energy Center fit in with the surrounding neighbourhood context?
2) In the NWDP’s opinion, does the design of the proposed MHSU satisfactorily address
the Royal Columbian Hospital Campus Design Standards?

Respectfully submitted,

Rupinder Basi,
Senior Planner
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Design Narrative
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Located prominently on Brunette Avenue, the
building forms the eastern edge of the RCH campus.
Patients and visitors can access the Building from
a covered drop located off a new lane accessed off
Keary Street, and from any one of the three levels of
the Underground Parking accessed off Allen Street”
The overall design theme and conceptual design
approach are inspired by the metaphor of “Life
of the River”. The Fraser River connects all the
communities served by the Authority, and remains
a key source of sustenance and economy for the
people of the Fraser Valley.
Much like the river, life is constantly moving and
flowing forward, sometimes calm, sometimes
turbulent, finding a path, building strength, and
completing a journey from beginning to end. In this
context, the Mental Health Substance Use (MHSU)
Building can be seen as a metaphorical life raft in the
river, the place where those suffering from mental
illness can get the help they and their families need.
I need to take a sacred
pause, as if I were the sun
warmed rock in the center
of a rushing river
— Dawna Markova
Through the development of the Team's
understanding of the Project requirements, the
following three “Big Ideas” guided the design
approach:
1. Reduce the physical impact of the Energy Centre,
both on the MHSU Building and the overall
Campus; giving space for the new Building and
users of the Campus to ‘breathe’.
The Team’s design integrates the Energy Centre
fully within the building and, as a result, provides
an enhanced public realm to be enjoyed by
patients, visitors, staff and the surrounding
Sapperton neighbourhood.

2. Simplification of the floor plans of the MHSU
The Team’s simple, intuitive floor plan, allows
for long-term flexibility in arrangements for
interaction with both exterior spaces and internal
clinical and consultation spaces.
3. Provide a variety of social spaces within the
MHSU that are enhanced by natural light, views,
and activity
The Team’s design provides patients and families
with a physical environment that is welcoming.
Whether arriving at the main entrance or simply
enjoying the thoughtfully landscaped grounds, the
highly-articulated building form, utilizing extensive
glazing, a welcoming entrance canopy, varying
cladding patterns, as well as exposed wood elements
evokes the feeling that this truly is a place for respite
and care - a place to take a “Sacred Pause”.
The design of the MHSU Building incorporates
materials that create a distinct character appropriate
to the lower Fraser River. Design components which
represent the Coast Salish people, their art, and
artifacts of the area have been fully integrated into
the overall design.
The entrance plaza is a central focal feature of
the MHSU Building. Natural rock boulders will be
located throughout the plaza in groupings alongside
native plantings, as a reference to the Fraser River
ecosystem. Additionally, the Team proposes that the
Authority commissions an abstract sculpture to be
featured within the entrance plaza.
The Team recognizes the importance of primary
entries which have been emphasized through the
use of extensive and visually transparent glazed
elements, contrasted by surrounding solid elements.
A high degree of façade transparency and views to
nature have been provided at all levels.
In alignment with evidence-based design principles,
many patient and staff areas are provided access
to daylight and views to the outside, beyond the
minimum requirements.
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Street View from Keary Street Toward Drop-Off

Street View from Drop-off Toward Courtyard
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Glare control and heat gain will be minimized
through the provision of non-glare, high-efficiency
thermal glazing at the inpatient windows.
Wood products are strategically employed as
featured materials on the exterior of the building.
It is also used extensively on the covered dropoff canopy, as well as on the façade at the main
entrance to the building, to provide a warm and
welcoming interactive environment, and to enhance
wayfinding recognition.
SITE PLAN

main electrical rooms and generator rooms. The
generator rooms will also have removable panels/
louvers on the Brunette Avenue frontage to facilitate
installation of Phase 2 generators, and removal or
replacement of generators in the future. The secure
access driveway has been designed to provide an
alternate route for the installation or removal for
large equipment including generators, which can be
used at the discretion of the Authority.
In addition, a service vehicle pull-out has been
provided along Allen Street to facilitate service
vehicle loading and parking to the north side of the
Facility.

Energy Centre – Equipment Installation and
Removal Routes
The Energy Centre is located directly below Level
1 of the MHSU Building, and above three levels
of underground parking. The floor elevation of the
Energy Centre at 15.00m geodetic, allows access
from grade along Brunette Avenue, Keary Street,
and Allen Street.

Removable wall panels and/or louvers have also been
provided at the Energy Centre level along Brunette
Avenue and Keary Street to facilitate removal and/
or replacement of generator and mechanical boiler
equipment. The site improvements within these
routes have been selected to provide ease of use
of the routes during Phase 2 installations as well as
removals and installations decades from now.

Main access from the exterior of the Building to the
Energy Centre will be via double-wide overheight
doors located off a level service vehicle drop-off
on Keary Street. This point will serve as the main
exterior entrance for any deliveries to the Energy
Centre that are not routed through the main campus
loading dock. The service vehicle drop-off has been
designed to accommodate nose in/nose out turning
movements of service vehicles delivering medical
gasses and fuel to the Facility.

The underground service tunnel at the Energy Centre
level provides a future connection to the planned
Phase 2 Acute Care Tower, creating another potential
route for deliveries of material and equipment.

A secondary access point from the exterior of the
Building to the Energy Centre is via a secure overhead
door to the access driveway located off Allen Street.
The secured access driveway has been designed to
accommodate two-way service vehicle traffic. This
secondary access is intended to be utilized on an
infrequent basis to move new equipment in to the
main electrical rooms and generator rooms. Within
the secured access driveway, double-wide and overheight doors have been provided to access the

Campus Communications Hub
Equipment
Installation and Removal Routes
The Campus Communications Hub (CCH) will be
located on the Penthouse Level of the Facility,
above of the Mental Health Substance Use Level
4. The CCH will be accessible via a freight elevator
located on the north side of the Facility. This elevator
provided vertical access from the CCH at the
Penthouse Level to the Energy Centre (and street
level) and Mental Health Substance Use Level 4. Via
the freight elevator, the CCH will be accessed from
the RCH site via a fully enclosed sky bridge that links
Level 0 of the RCH Health Care Centre (HCC) to the
service spaces within Mental Health Substance Use
Level 4.
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Infrequent deliveries to the CCH, such as large
equipment such as the servers and racks for Phase
2, will be accommodated via the freight elevator
lobby located directly off of the secured access
driveway on Allen Street.
Mechanical Penthouse Equipment Installation
and Removal Routes
The mechanical penthouse is accessible from grade
and the Energy Centre via a freight elevator located
on the north end of the Facility.
Additionally, the mechanical penthouse is accessible
from the from the HCC using the Level 0 service link
to the freight elevator.
Large rooftop equipment will be installed or
replaced via a crane located on Brunette Avenue,
Keary Street, or Allen Street. Initial discussions with
the City of New Westminster staff indicated support
for infrequent street closures to accommodate
installation of large rooftop equipment.
Fuel Delivery Route
Fuel storage for the generators is accommodated
in fuel storage tanks located within the setback on
Brunette Avenue. Refilling of the fuel storage tanks
will be accommodated at a remote fill station located
off the level service vehicle drop-off on Keary Street.
The service vehicle drop-off has been designed to
accommodate nose in/nose out turning movements
for the fuel trucks that will service this site.
HOW THE PROPONENT WILL PRESERVE
SUFFICIENT FLEXIBILITY IN THE INITIAL
DESIGN SUBMITTED TO ACCOMODATE
CHANGES DURING THE DETAILED DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS THAT WILL
TAKE PLACE POST CONTRACT AWARD
Flexibility to accommodate design change is
embedded within the Team’s design as its initial
design philosophy provides a truly flexible and
‘future-proofed’ building configuration. From the
outset, the Team sought to embrace a philosophy
of flexibility and adaptability that incorporated the
following central design features:

• Structural Design
• Architectural Design/Layout
• Mechanical/Infrastructure Design
Structural Design
• Non structural internal walls: minimizing the
extent of structural walls within the floorplates
accommodates easy changes to clinical and
non-clinical spaces
• 8.2m structural grid: Providing a universal and
accommodating structural grid which:
»

Provides a structural grid suited for
healthcare functions, but does not impede
internal activities

»

Creates long spans, minimizing columns
within departments, thus making it ideal for
clinical planning and flexibility

»

Creates a modular approach to the
design of departments which enhances
flexibility and adaptability, and which
is cost-effective. This modularity allows
for easy change of uses during design,
and in the future. For example, the grid
accommodates a variety of functions,
including two inpatient rooms, two
procedure rooms, or two exam rooms.
This approach provides the flexibility
necessary to make changes during
design development, and into the
future.
Architectural Design/Layout
• Straightforward floor plan and circulation
routes – providing simple and legible wayfinding,
and the potential for efficient reconfiguration of
access to the Building interior
• Placement of vertical circulation - well-located
stair and elevator cores provide the most
flexibility for the design, as the departments will
not be interrupted by elevator and stair cores
• Flexibility in arrangements for interaction
with exterior spaces – flexible arrangements of
internal and external clinical and consultation
space, in conjunction with at-grade main
entrance
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made within the footprint of the room with
little to no impact on the department as a
whole.
•

Standard 2,400mm wide corridor and
circulation grid used throughout the building
design. This provides greater flexibility for
change, as the placement of rooms
requiring access for stretchers or beds is not
limited or restricted, as would be the case if
all corridors were not sufficiently wide to
accommodate these flows. This approach
allows many clinical needs or changes to be
accommodated throughout the design.

•

Soft Spaces - Flexibility is inherent in the
design for each department through the
Team’s placement of softer spaces such
as offices, lounges, storage rooms, and
meeting rooms. These areas can easily be
adjusted during the design development
process.

noise.

Mechanical/Infrastructure Design
The solution provides an infrastructure that
incorporates excess systems capacity, while
including systems and components that
support future expansion. Such expansion will
involve minimal disruption, and will allow for
upgrades
in
Authority
technology
or
technological progression, including:
• Strategically placed MEP systems distribution
and infrastructure, along with embedded
resilience
and
capacity
for
future
adaptation, expansion, and remodeling
• A
flexible,
adaptable
location
of
major infrastructure components and
delivery of services creates an infrastructure
system that will support future changes in
technology and care delivery models.
• Locating the Energy Centre within the
Building reduced the number and size of
required duct shafts and runs.
• Utilizing a concrete structure has a greater
ability to accommodate changes in use that
might affect floor loading, vibration, and
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Prioritize Design Decisions
The Team appreciates the importance of
prioritizing design decisions to effectively
incorporate changes in the design post-contract
award. The Team will work collaboratively with
the Authority to organize user group meetings to
ensure decisions are made at the appropriate
times, and that they follow a logical progression.
With major elements agreed to during schematic
design, the design development user meetings
can focus on locations of rooms and their
orientation, location of doors, windows and
plumbing fixtures, and detailed room layouts.
The objective of the user consultation
process post-contract award is to ensure that
the following elements of the design will be
agreed upon and formally approved during
schematic design:
• Confirmation of site plan and access
road locations
• Location of building perimeter
• Structural grid and locations of all structural
elements, including columns and shear walls
• Location of all stairs and elevators
• Location of all shafts
• Location of all main public
corridors
BIM Technology
The Team has been employing BIM during the
RFP phase of this Project, and will continue to
do so post- contract award during design and
construction of the MHSU Building. With the
use of BIM, changes to the design can be
readily assessed in a relatively short time,
which significantly assists testing alternative
layouts and configurations. The coordination
of design elements and engineering services
is also greatly enhanced through the use of
this software, and avoids design conflicts that
traditionally appear later on site, causing delay
and expense.
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INTRODUCTION
1. Overview
The Royal Columbian Hospital is one of BC’s largest and most specialized hospitals. It’s the only
hospital in the province with trauma care, cardiac care, neurosciences, high-risk obstetrics,
neonatal intensive care, and mental health care all on one site. As BC’s oldest hospital, and one
of its busiest, it provides expert care for the most seriously ill or injured and is one of two adult
trauma centres in the Lower Mainland.
People from all over BC come here. The Royal Columbian is one of three regional hospitals in
Fraser Health, and also serves as the local community hospital for New Westminster and
Coquitlam, and as a secondary referral hospital for people from Burnaby to Maple Ridge who need
a higher level of care than their own community hospital can provide. As a University aﬃliated
teaching facility, Royal Columbian physicians and clinicians play a prominent role in educa!ng
future health care providers both in medical special!es and advanced medical technology.
Redevelopment will allow us to provide the latest in pa!ent-centred care and design, enhance the
working environment for physicians and employees, and provide a signiﬁcant increase in health
care services and capacity for the communi!es we serve.

2. Handbook Purpose and Use
The Design Standards serves as a guiding reference for architects, planners, and designers for
development and future projects on the Royal Columbian Hospital Campus. These standards
provide the Hospital with consistency of design and ensure that the campus evolves to support
the overall project vision and integrate appropriately with the surrounding community. The
Handbook establishes design standards to guide urban design, site design, building massing and
aesthe!cs, sustainability strategies, and interior concepts. This handbook sets guidelines
speciﬁc to the Royal Columbian Hospital Campus, but are not necessarily dictated by industry
standards or codes. All responsibility for compliance with the laws, code, and industry standards
shall be borne by the design team. This Handbook is a living document and is intended to evolve
as new technology, products, and healthcare delivery methods are created and evolve.

3. Project Vision
The Project Vision for this mul!-phase, mul!-year project is to create a world-class hospital: a
state-of-the-art facility that provides uncompromising care and remarkable pa!ent experiences.
This redevelopment goes beyond rebuilding a hospital. The goal is transforma!onal. Focused on
revolu!onizing the way health care is delivered so Royal Columbian Hospital can provide the very
best care for its pa!ents. A hospital that is in step with the needs of today and is designed with
ﬂexibility to meet the needs of the future. This redevelopment will help meet the needs of one of
the largest, fastest growing, and culturally diverse health regions in the country—serving one in
three Bri!sh Columbians.
Sec!on 00
Introduc!on
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SECTION 01 - COMMUNITY INTERFACE GUIDELINES
1. Urban Design Considerations
Royal Columbian Hospital is an integral part of the community and a cri!cal component in the
fabric of New Westminster. Future development and growth of the campus must both engage
and respect the surrounding community and promote pedestrian, transit and bicycle route
connec!ons through the site.
A. CONNECTIVITY

•
•
•

The Hospital site shall be permeable with strong pedestrian linkages through the campus to
adjacent neighborhood ameni!es including parks, through fares, and transit sta!ons.
A strong rela!onship between RCH frontage and Sapperton Park shall be created to make the
streetscape feel like an extension of the park with a consistent “green edge”.
On site development shall orient and relate to adjacent street grid integra!ng urban fabric
with the Hospital Campus.

B. PUBLIC REALM AND STREET INTERFACE

•
•
•

Buildings shall address street edges with transparent facades and appropriate setbacks with
good urban design to promote ﬂuidity between indoors and outdoors.
A strong sense of arrival shall be established on East Columbia Street and from the public
street to the new main entrance to the Hospital.
An appropriate transi!on shall be provided between ins!tu!onal uses on site and
surrounding residen!al to keep it high level.

C. CIRCULATION

•
•

•

The public realm on the periphery of the site shall be safe, a#rac!ve, convenient, and clearly
iden!ﬁable to drivers, pedestrians, cyclists and those using transit.
There shall be mul!ple vehicular access points to parking facili!es to avoid conges!on at
any one loca!on and these should be designed to minimize interference with pedestrians
both on and oﬀ site.
Pedestrian site access and connec!ons shall incorporate Universal Accessible Design u!lizing
recognized standards such as ADA guidelines to enhance access to and across the site.

D. CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

Proper design and eﬀec!ve use of the built environment can reduce crime, reduce the
fear of crime, and improve the quality of life. Natural surveillance and access control strategies
limit the opportunity for crime.

Sec!on 01
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows shall be located overlooking sidewalks and parking lots.
Points of entry shall be clear and easily iden!ﬁable.
Mazes shall be incorporated in public restrooms to avoid the isola!on produced by an
anteroom or double door entry system.
Design features that provide access to roofs or upper levels shall be eliminated.
Low, thorny bushes shall be used beneath ground level windows. Rambling or climbing
thorny plants shall be used next to fences to discourage intrusion.
Ameni!es such as sea!ng or refreshments shall be placed in common areas to help a#ract
larger numbers of desired users.
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SECTION 02 - CAMPUS DESIGN GUIDELINES
1. Campus Masterplanning
High Level Master Site Planning is a preliminary phase of hospital redevelopment that seeks to
create a clear vision for the expansion, improvement and delivery of health care at the site. Once
complete, the plan guides capital decisions for hospital improvements and future expansion
opportuni!es. The current plan clearly ar!culates the precincts of the site into an Acute Care
Precinct, a Future Community Wellness Precinct, and a Green Corridor. Future development
shall be incorporated within this overall framework to ensure consistency with the project vision.
A. MASTERPLAN SITE ZONING

Sec!on 02
Campus
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2. Sustainability Principles
Royal Columbian Hospital has a triple-bo"om-line approach to sustainability, one that balances
ecological, societal and economic impera!ves and recognizes the link between a healthy
environment and a healthy popula!on. Economic and environmental sustainability is achieved
through a reduc!on of resource consump!on, improvements in facility design, and a culture of
empowering staﬀ to make daily decisions to improve processes and opera!onal eﬃciencies. All
new buildings should be designed to achieve LEED Gold standards for Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design. In addi!on to mme!ng the minimum standards for LEED cer!ﬁca!on, the
following sustainability goals should be advanced through the design of new buildings.
A. ENERGY EFFICIENCY

•
•
•

To minimize environmental impact and create healthy communi!es promo!ng pa!ent
healing and wellness, energy eﬃcient design shall be a top priority.
Achieve climate neutral opera!ons through energy conserva!on and eﬃciency, low carbon
supply, and the purchase of carbon oﬀsets
Achieve a signiﬁcant reduc!on in annual GHG emissions for domes!c hot water and space
hea!ng with connec!on (fuel switch) to a low-carbon district hea!ng system serving Royal
Columbian Hospital and surrounding neighbourhood, earmarked for 2020.

B. SUSTAINABLE BUILDING PRACTICES

•

•

•
•

•

Energy Modeling conducted at the concept and schema!c design phases should be used
to evaluate, at a minimum, the building’s proposed geometry, massing, orienta!on, and
fenestra!on size/loca!on/conﬁgura!ons. Modeling conducted at the schema!c design
and design development phases will addi!onally evaluate the building’s proposed Envelope
Systems, HVAC Systems, and Ligh!ng Systems.
All new construc!on and renova!on projects will incorporate CO2 monitors integrated with
the building automa!on systems in high occupancy spaces to provide the op!mum amount
of outside air for comfort and learning.
All new construc!on and renova!on projects will require an Indoor Air Quality Management
Plan during construc!on and before occupancy.
All new construc!on and renova!on projects will require advanced commissioning of
buildingsystems to include HVAC Systems and all energy control and metering systems,
Refrigera!on Systems, Ligh!ng and Day Ligh!ng Controls, Domes!c Hot Water Systems, and
Renewable Energy Systems.
All new construc!on and renova!on projects will strive to minimize when feasible vola!le
organic compounds, formaldehyde, phthalates, dioxins, mercury, lead, cadmium, and other
poten!ally harmful substances.

C. ON-SITE GENERATION AND RENEWABLE ENERGY

•
Sec!on 02
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•
•
•

Reduc!on of demand on the electricity grid through the use of on-site renewable energy
genera!on systems including solar photovoltaic arrays should be explored. These systems
should be supplemented by rigorous targets for energy use reduc!on though building and
site design
Provide dedicated parking for Low-Emi&ng, Fuel Eﬃcient, and Carpool Vehicles no less than
5% of the total RCH campus parking capacity
Preferred parking should be clearly marked by post mounted or building mounted signage
Provide charging sta!ons for Electric Vehicles for at least 2% of the RCH campus parking
capacity.
Secure bicycle racks should be provided to equal at least 5% or more of the total RCH campus
parking capacity.
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D. TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUTING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide dedicated parking for Low-Emi"ng, Fuel Eﬃcient, and Carpool Vehicles no less than
5% of the total RCH campus parking capacity.
Preferred parking shall be clearly marked by post mounted or building mounted signage.
Provide charging sta!ons for Electric Vehicles for at least 2% of the RCH campus parking
capacity.
Secure bicycle racks shall be provided to equal at least 5% or more of the total RCH campus
parking capacity. Bicycle rooms should be located at street level or on the P1 levels.
Provide short-term bicycle parking facili!es at building entrances.
Provide end of trip facili!es such as changing rooms and showers.
Oﬀer employer subsidiary program to encourage employees to take transit.
Incorporate TDM strategies to reduce or redistribute demand for single-occupancy private
vehicles.

E. WATER, WASTEWATER AND SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING

•

•
•
•
•

To address pollu!on runoﬀ and potable water consump!on, storm water capture, storage,
and treatment for reuse as irriga!on water shall be implemented where feasible. Rainwater
landing on paved surfaces and roof surfaces shall be the primary target of capture.
Stormwater management best prac!ces shall be applied for on-site and oﬀ-site landscaping
design.
Eﬀorts shall be made to reduce impermeable paved surfaces in parking and walking areas.
Concealed underground storage systems, typically located beneath surface parking, playing
courts, or open yards, are preferred over open systems for long term storage.
All new construc!on and renova!on projects shall u!lize low ﬂow or ultra-low ﬂow toilets,
urinals, sinks, showers, and spray valves. Waterless urinals may also be used when drain lines
are periodically ﬂushed by upstream ﬁxtures.

F. SOLID WASTE REDUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

•

An Integrated Waste Management Plan should be developed to facilitate improvement of
recycling rates while streamlining the collec!on and handling of all waste streams. At a
minimum, paper, cardboard, glass, plas!cs, and metals will be collected as a single recycling
stream. Food waste may be collected as a separate stream

Sec!on 02
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3. Site Design Guidelines
The Site Design Guidelines serve as a roadmap for the future development of the site. The intent is
to promote the development of a unifying sense of place, clearly iden!ﬁable campus entry points,
meaningful outdoor spaces, improved wayﬁnding and accessibility, and appropriate building si!ng
and orienta!on.
A. ORIENTATION AND VIEWS

•
•

Building orienta!ons should maximize daylight and views.
Building conﬁgura!ons should favor external views rather than views into internal narrow
courtyards or narrow setbacks.

B. ADJACENCIES AND RELATIONSHIPS

•

New buildings should be organized to cluster and create rela!onships with similar exis!ng
campus usage.
• New buildings should relate to exis!ng building masses to create meaningful outdoor inbetween spaces.
• Considera!ons of rela!onships to public streets shall be made as follows (the informa!on
below is largely based on the City of New Westminster Streetscape and Front Yard Design
Standards):
East Columbia Street :
Between Keary Street and Hospital Street:
• Minimum setback of 10 m from building frontage
• Incorporate pedestrian ligh!ng (i.e. shielded contemporary LED pole lights)
• Consider loca!on of bus shelter
Between Hospital Street and Exis!ng Hospital Driveway Entrance:
• Include a 2m wide separated bike lane with reten!on of exis!ng trees
• Incorporate pedestrian ligh!ng (i.e. shielded contemporary LED pole lights)
Sec!on 02
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Between the Exis!ng Hospital Driveway Entrance and Sherbrooke Street:
• Minimum setback of 10 m from building frontage. The 10 m setback to be designed
as a linear public plaza including special paving, street furniture, trees and pedestrian
ligh!ng (i.e.shielded contemporary LED pole lights).
• Interim parking lot to be setback 7m from property line (10m from back of curb) with a
generous a generous green buﬀer between the sidewalk and the surface parking
lot. Parking lot to include tree plan!ng, generous landscaped areas, pedestrian walkways,
bicycle parking, on- site stormwater management and use of sustainable materials and
technologies.
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Sherbrooke Street:
• South side of street to have a minimum 7.62m setback from building frontage.
The 7.62m setback to include 3m sidewalk, street trees, integrated stormwater planters
(that take advantage of the slope) and a landscaped edge from the building face to the
sidewalk.
• Note: A por!on of the sidewalk may be on hospital property and will be
treated as an easement.
Keary Street
• Improve accessibility to and from SkyTrain Sta!on and to exis!ng elevator access to
hospital. Improve general accessibility to hospital building frontage.
• Sidewalk to be a minimum of 3 m wide and to have an ‘urban treatment’ with
street trees.
• Iden!fy all pedestrian desire lines between hospital and adjacent proper!es, ameni!es
and services. Explore crossing treatments that align with desire lines (i.e. raised crossings
with special paving and/or colour). This treatment should also help calm traﬃc along
Keary Street.
• Include improved pedestrian ligh!ng (i.e. shielded contemporary LED pole lights).
• Include planted bulges/ stormwater planters at the crossings to narrow crossing
distance for pedestrians and to help ‘green’ the street.
• Given the steep incline on Keary Street, explore res!ng points along the way.
• Include a special paving treatment on the sidewalk.
• Retain exis!ng trees
Brune#e Avenue:
• Treatment of the street is to be consistent with proposed Brewery district
developments along Brune#e Avenue with a landscaped edge that includes a 2m sidewalk
separa!ng the green edge of trees and shrub plan!ng from vehicular traﬃc.
C. CIRCULATION - PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

•
•
•

Pedestrian circula!on should be accessible, clearly iden!ﬁable, connect the campus with
surroung community ameni!es.
Pedestrian paths should be ac!vated by transparent and vibrant building edges.
Weather protec!on where prac!cal

D. CIRCULATION - VEHICULAR MOVEMENT

•
•
•

Vehicular movement onto the site should be clear and direct providing access to key entry
and drop-oﬀ points while maintaining a robust pedestrian realm.
Separate entry points should be provided for public, service, and emergency vehicles.
Mul!ple entry and exit points for the parkade should be provided.

D. CIRCULATION - BICYCLE MOVEMENT

Sec!on 02
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•
•

Vehicular access through the site shall be provided via dedicated or shared bicycle pathways
and lanes adjacent to internal vehicular and pedestrian thoroughfares.
Bicycle movement zones shall be clearly iden!ﬁed with markings and pavement pa#erns and
be conﬁgured to minimize interference with on site emergency vehicle movement
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E. MASSING

•
•
•

Building massing should address the street edges at lower ﬂoors and step back at upper
ﬂoors to minimize impact on surrounding low-rise development.
Building mass should be sensi!ve to view corridors allowing pedestrian movement to be
clear and direct.
Massing should be ar!culated to create a sense of scale and integrate with the surrounding
urban fabric.

NOT DESIRABLE

PREFERRED

F. OPEN SPACE

•

Usable open space should be provided between buildings to provide areas for healing
gardens and outdoor ac!vi!es and the preserva!on of view corridors.

G. LANDSCAPING

•
•
•
•
•

Landscaping shall be sustainable u!lizing characteris!cs of Northwest vegeta!on and plants.
Pedestrian corridors shall be buﬀered from vehicular circula!on with landscaping including
shade trees.
Open green spaces shall be distributed across the site along pedestrian spines.
Plazas and drop-oﬀ areas shall feature shade trees and integrated sea!ng.
Special paving treatments on street and pedestrian areas at appropriate loca!ons.

H. WAYFINDING AND SIGNAGE

•
•
•

Wayﬁnding startegies should be integrated into the overall design and layout of the site to
avoid excessive signage.
Signage, where needed, should have a consistent look, be clearly legible, and enhance the
sense of place through unifying graphics and fonts.
Demen!a friendly wayﬁnding strategies such as use of landmarks, decora!ve and
architectural features, and changes in colour should be employed.

I. SITE LIGHTING

Sec!on 02
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•
•
•

Site ligh!ng should provide adequate illumina!on levels for safety and wayﬁnding while
minimizing its impact on the neighboring residen!al developments.
Energy eﬃcient, LED standard, white ligh!ng should be u!lized throughoyut the site.
Full cut-oﬀ ligh!ng shall be used throughout the site, including in public and service areas.
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SECTION 03 - BUILDING DESIGN GUIDELINES
1. Overall Architectural Character
As the Royal Columbian Hospital Campus evolves and grows, an intelligent set of basic goals will
contribute to retaining iden!ty and sense of belonging. Guidelines for building expression provide
the key to linking future projects to the culture and life of the surrounding community while
alowing them to evolve with new advances in technology and materials.
A. HISTORY

The character of the Royal Columbian Hospital site has evolved over the decades from a collec!on
of moderately sized historcal buildings in a park-like se"ng, into a dense urban campus comprised
of large scale modern buildings extending to the surrounding street edges. Architecturally, these
buildings are rela!vely indica!ve of the !me they were constructed, and although stylis!cally
nuanced they create a generally homogenous character for the campus. While the newer
development has densiﬁed the urban site through massing and si!ng, the buildings present a
rela!vely ins!tu!onal character and oﬀer li%le engagement with the pedestrian realm at the street
edge.

Sec!on 03
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B. MOVING FORWARD

As the campus con!nues to evolve, new building shall create a sense of iden!ty for Royal
Columbian Hospital Campus and respond appropriately to the urban context and surrounding
community. New buildings shall be contemporary, representa!ve of our !me, and promote
openness and transparency. New buildings shall avoid the ins!tu!onal character
associated with tradi!onal medical facili!es in favor of a more accessible and invi!ng expression
responsive to the goal of integra!ng the campus into the life and vitality of the urban fabric.
Buildings shall respond to human scale through massing, ar!cula!on, materiality, and
fenestra!on. At lower ﬂoors where buildings engage the pedestrian environment, buildings shall
be as transparent as possible crea!ng an ac!ve dialogue between interior and exterior. Forms
and materials can be innova!ve and daring while maintaining a connec!on to the local and
regional context.

Sec!on 03
Building Design
Guidelines
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2. Exterior Envelope Guidelines
A. FORM AND EXPRESSION

•

•
•

Buildings shall relate to the scale, massing, and ar!cula!on of the original modern
architecture and harmonize with the surrounding urban environment in materiality, color
pale"e, and form.
Building expression shall be modern, invi!ng, and transparent.
Large volumes shall be ar!culated to reduce apparent scale.

B. FENESTRATION AND SURFACES

•
•
•
•

Windows shall maximize views and daylight while minimizing glare.
Curtain wall or storefront shall be used to express special transparent elements such as
entries or interior public spaces.
Glazing shall provide strong connec!ons between indoor and outdoor spaces.
Surface expression should relate to the nature of the materials.

C. ROOF TREATMENTS

•
•

Roof planes visible from upper ﬂoors shall be treated as building eleva!ons and appropriately
designed for visual appeal through materiality, form, or vegeta!on.

D. MATERIAL OPTIONS

•
•
•

Wood accents should be used as appropriate for both interior and exterior applica!ons.
Curtain wall or storefront glazing should be used at public spaces and adjacent to pedestrian
throughfares.
Durable, high quality materials such as precast concrete, brick, stone, or metal should be used
as major cladding.

E. COLOR PALETTE

•
•
•

Exterior colors shall reﬂect the colours of surrounding urban environment.
Colors shall be a natural expression of the material.
Paints or ﬁnishes shall be warm tones that relate to the natural landscape.

F. SCREENING

•

Service areas, mechanical equipment, and other support areas should be appropriately
screened through landscape or architectural devices.

Sec!on 03
Building Design
Guidelines
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SECTION 04 - INTERIOR DESIGN GUIDELINES
1. Interior Architectural Character
As with the Architectural Character of the Campus, the Interior Architectural character aesthe!c
shall be in harmony with the natural environment of the Paciﬁc Northwest. Where appropriate,
regional materials evoking a Northwest “sense of place” shall be used to connect the interior
environments with nature and shall blend with the colors, scale, ar!cula!on and forms of the
exterior building envelope. Interior environments shall be warm and invi!ng and not feel
ins!tu!onal. Where appropriate natural materials evoking a Northwest sense of place shall be
used to connect the natural world.
A. FORM AND EXPRESSION

•
•
•
•

Non-ins!tu!onal character with warm natural ﬁnishes
Simple forms evoking natural environment
Durable, high quality materials
Hopsitality feel

Sec!on 04
Interior Design Guidelines
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REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster
Design Panel

Date: March 28, 2017

From:

Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Planner

File:

Subject:

OUR CITY 2041 - Draft Development Permit Areas and Design
Guidelines for the Official Community Plan

13.2525.20

RECOMMENDATION
THAT this report be received for information.

PURPOSE
This report presents the New Westminster Design Panel with an excerpt of the first draft
of Development Permit Areas and associated design guidelines, for their review and
comment. These Development Permit Areas will be included in the new Official
Community Plan, which is now in draft form.
BACKGROUND
In January 2014, Council endorsed a general scope, work plan and budget for the Official
Community Plan (OCP) review process. The purpose of the revised OCP is to provide a
renewed vision for New Westminster to the year 2041 and a regulatory framework to
guide future growth of the city.
Staff retained Ramsay Worden Architects to assist with the drafting of design guidelines
for laneway and carriage houses, and for townhouses and rowhouses. They created the
draft Infill Housing Design Guidelines that were presented to the Design Panel on
September 27, 2016. The draft Development Permit Areas included in this report have
been revised based on feedback received by the Design Panel, community members,
Planning Division staff, and Council.
Staff retained Perkins + Will to draft the design guidelines for the remainder of the
Development Permit Areas. It is this work that is the focus of this report.
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DISCUSSION
The OCP will provide a renewed vision to the year 2041 and the regulatory framework to
guide the future growth toward achieving the vision. The framework of the plan includes:
the vision, goals, policies, actions, design guidelines, land use designations and Land Use
Designation Map. The Development Permit Areas (DPAs), and the related design
guidelines, are an important component of the framework and will assist with the
implementation of the OCP. The DPAs would shape the form and character of new
development, protect development from hazardous conditions, and encourage best
practices for promoting water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. The guidelines would ensure that all new development helps to implement the
land use policies in the Plan.
A table of contents outlining the organization of all of the DPAs is included in
Attachment A. Three DPAs, representing an excerpt of all of the draft DPAs are
included in Attachment B, C and D. These three new DPAs will provide the New
Westminster Design Panel with an understanding of the proposed structure, scope, level
of detail, and variety of images, which can be expected for each DPA. To be user
friendly, the approach has been taken that each DPA is “stand alone”, meaning that a user
would only need to look at the one DPA relevant to their site, rather than looking though
different sections to find relevant guidelines. This means that the same design guidelines
are often repeated in a number of DPAs. The feedback provided by the New Westminster
Design Panel will therefore apply to multiple DPAs.
The Development Permit Areas are organized into the following categories, which are
based on the prominent land use or mix of uses.
1. Residential Neighbourhood
Residential neighbourhoods provide a variety of housing forms that meet the needs of
different ages, incomes, family types and abilities. The design guidelines in these DPAs
largely focus on the form and character of the different housing forms found in the city’s
residential neighbourhoods.
The Multiple-Unit Residential Development Permit Area has been included in
Attachment B example from this category. The DPA for laneway and carriage houses
and the DPA for townhouses and rowhouses, which were previously reviewed by the
Design Panel, also fall under this category.
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2. Residential Corridors
Residential corridors are an important part of the urban fabric of New Westminster.
Residential corridors include residential multiple unit buildings that enhance the character
of New Westminster’s Great Streets and create walkable, pedestrian friendly and vibrant
neighbourhoods.
The DPAs would apply to the portions of Sixth Street and Upper Twelfth Street that the
draft OCP proposes would transition from a commercial main street to, what would still
be a main street, but would now have residential buildings (instead of mixed use
buildings with commercial at grade). The Upper Twelfth Street Residential Corridor DPA
has been included as Attachment C as an example of this category.
3. Commercial Corridors
Commercial corridors provide a concentration of services, retail, public amenities as well
as a mix of housing units to enhance the livability and walkability of the neighbourhoods
they serve. Building on existing uses and integrating a mixture of residential and
commercial spaces along corridors well-served by public transit will strengthen the
desirability and livability of these neighbourhoods. It is critical to promote connectivity
and equitable access to services, retail and amenity at the local pedestrian scale.
Draft DPAs have been created to two commercial corridors: Twelfth Street (for the
portion that will remain commercial), and East Columbia Street. These DPAs are not
included in the attached material, but are available from staff upon request.
4. Mixed Use Nodes
Mixed Use Nodes are important component of New Westminster’s urban fabric that
provide a high concentration of services, amenities, employment opportunities as well as
places to live. These areas are well connected to other areas of the city by walking,
transit, cycling and vehicular routes, and tend to serve as destinations for the immediate
neighbourhood as well as the larger city and region. Growth around Mixed Use Nodes
will create more opportunities for a variety of housing options oriented around transit,
amenities and services. The Uptown Mixed Use Node DPA has been included in
Attachment D as example.
5. Mixed Use Neighbourhoods
Mixed Use Neighbourhoods are large master planned areas in the city, such as Victoria
Hill and Brewery District, which include a variety of services, amenities, and places to
live. As these master planned neighbourhoods continue to develop, they will provide
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important areas of growth for the city’s projected residents. Some will also provide
important employment opportunities and will form significant clusters of activity that
support the city’s economic development. The DPAs for these areas will include existing
design guidelines that were created specifically for each neighbourhood.
6. Employment Lands
New Westminster’s employment lands are a crucial component of the City’s economic
and urban fabric. It will be important to maintain a balance of commercial and light
industrial land into the future, while still recognizing the potential for these areas to
redevelop into attractive job-oriented centres.
These DPAs cover all of the lands in the city that are not intended for residential use,
such as the Brunette industrial area. These DPAs are not included in the attached
material, but are available from staff upon request.
7. Natural Features
The new OCP would include one DPA under this section. Its purpose will be the
protection of the natural environment, ecosystems and biological diversity associated
with the Brunette River. This DPA is not included in the attached material.
8. Natural Hazards
The new OCP would include one DPA under this section. Its purpose will be the
protection of development from hazardous conditions associated with the freshet
flooding. This DPA is not included in the attached material.
NEXT STEPS
Feedback received from the Design Panel and City staff will be reviewed and
incorporated before incorporating the Development Permit Areas into the OCP, and
presenting the revised OCP to Council for consideration.

Lynn Roxburgh,
Senior Planner
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Table of Contents:
Development Permit Areas
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TABLE OF CONTENTS: DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS
1.0 Residential Neighborhood
1.1 Laneway and Carriage House
1.2 Ground Oriented Infill
1.3 Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse
1.4 Multiple Unit Residential
1.5 High Rise Residential
1.6 Bent Court
1.7Terry Hughes
2.0 Residential Corridors
2.1 Upper Twelfth Street
2.2 Sixth Street

[Attachment B]

[Attachment C]

3.0 Commercial Corridors
3.1 Upper Twelfth Street
3.2 East Columbia Street
4.0 Mixed Use Nodes
4.1 Uptown
4.2 Eighth Avenue & McBride Boulevard
4.3 Braid Street and Brunette Avenue

[Attachment D]

5.0 Mixed Use Neighbourhoods
5.1 Victoria Hill
5.2 Sapperton Green
5.3 Brewery District
6.0 Employment Lands
6.1 Twentieth Street
6.2 Brunette Avenue
6.3 Mixed Employment
6.4 Industrial
7.0 Natural Features
7.1 Brunette River
8.0 Natural Hazards
8.1 Flood Hazard
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SECTION 1.4 MULTIPLE UNIT RESIDENTIAL
Building Design
MATERIALS
Intent: All buildings within a development must use a
cohesive material and colour palette that complements
the character of the surrounding neighbourhood.
• Buildings should incorporate the use of high quality
materials to enhance the quality and character of the
neighbourhood. Wood, stone, brick and standing seam
metal cladding are preferred cladding materials, while
composite, metal or cementitious panels are also
permitted.
• Colours should be muted but fit within the surrounding
neighbourhood character. Accent colours may be bold but
palette to unify the design and to highlight architectural
details (e.g. soffits, window and door trim, railings).

Si ple materi
How d Ar

pallete with accent colour, Source: Stuart

itects

AF

• Use matte finishes or finishes with a low level of

T

should be harmonious with the main colour and material

reflectivity. The use of reflective materials (e.g. mirrored
glass, polished stone) should be avoided.

R

WINDOWS
Intent: Windows should be placed to encoura “eyeson-the-street” while being mindful of str egies f
reducing solar gain and ensuring occu ant priva
• Windows should be located to maximize con
the public realm.

ld be achieved

D

• Transparency at grade sh

ctions with

glass – tinted, reflective and

aque glass

• Use exterior shading devices such

utilizing clear

ust be avoided.

: fi s, louvres and

strategic overhangs when possible to create shade from
the summer sun while providing solar access in the winter
months. These shading devices should be used primarily
on south-facing facades but may also be utilized on west or
east facades.

Windows overlooking public sidewalk, Source: Ashley Smith
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SECTION 1.4 MULTIPLE UNIT RESIDENTIAL
Heritage
1.4.8 Heritage
HERITAGE
Intent: Recognize, preserve and enhance heritage
elements to strengthen neighbourhood history and
character.
• Each development must follow the Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.
• When possible, reuse historic artefacts on redevelopment
sites (e.g. as public art)
• New materials hould be harmonious with the historic
context, a d orig

l materials should be maintained where

T

possibl .

• N w construction will be c mpatible with adjacent heritage
sets an complement any existing heritage pattern
le of the streetscape by providing an appropriate

AF

and

transiti

between differing scales and heights of

eighbouri

buildings.

• New construction should respect and enhance the

Caption

horizontal alignments on neighbouring heritage buildings.

D

R

The first storey will maintain a similar articulation to
the heritage buildings on either side and upper storeys
should respect the decorative details and articulation of
neighbouring heritage buildings.

• Design new buildings in proximity to heritage assets
to be compatible with their historical context without
literally imitating older building styles. In these cases,
new buildings should provide an original interpretation of
the traditional building style (i.e. draw inspiration from
fundamental design characteristics) while continuing to
reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms.
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Attachment C
Draft Upper Twelfth Street
Residential Corridor Development Permit Area
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SECTION 2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET
Neighbourhood Interface

CHARACTER
Intent: New buildings and developments should be
designed in a cohesive manner that enhances the
qualities and character of the neighbourhood in which
they are situated.
• Design buildings to fit harmoniously with the existing
context by creating a consistent visual rhythm along the
streetscape.

in the same architectural style. Variety in massing,
details, and/or material should be considered to avoid a
monotonous appearance and reinforce individual building

Google Earth

AF

identity.

Integration of h t ical motifs as design elements, Source:

T

• All buildings within a development should be designed

• Ensure that public realm elements (lighting, landscaping,
etc) add to the character of Upper Twelfth Street’s publi
realm and provide comfortable spaces for pedestrians.
• Integrate public art and retain historical eleme

to enhance the Art Deco character of Uppe Twelfth

R

Street and create pedestrian scale land arks withi the
neighbourhood to mark important gateway
heritage significance, pocket pa

are s of

tc

• Interpretation of Art Deco haracter eleme ts is

D

encouraged. While direct im ation is highly iscouraged,
new buildings should provide a

odern int pretation of

these stylistic cues. Character des n e ments can still fit
within the language of a contemporary development may
include: angled ground floor recesses, mosaic tile detailing,
hardware and architectural detailing, use of colour, period
lighting, materials and motifs.

Interpretation of historical motifs, Source: P+W
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SECTION 2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET
Building Design
MATERIALS
Intent: All buildings within a development must use a
cohesive material and colour palette that complements
the character of the surrounding neighbourhood.
• Use high quality materials to enhance the quality and
character of Upper Twelfth Street. Wood, stone and brick
are preferred cladding materials, while composite, metal
or cementitious panels are also permitted Stucco and
polished concrete may be permitted if used sparingly and
in accordance to the Art Deco Design Guidelines.
• Colours should be muted but fit within the surrounding
neighbourhood character. Accent colours may be bold but
should be harmonious with the main colour and material
details (e.g. soffits, window and door trim, railings).
• Use matte finishes or finishes with a low level of
polished stone) should be avoided.

AF

reflectivity. Reflective materials (e.g. mirrored glass,

T

palette to unify the design and to highlight architectural

• Use design elements, hardware and accents that draw

inspiration from the Art Deco heritage of the neighbourhoo

• Windows should be located t maximize

Architecture

nnect

s with

D

the public realm

Material use and facade differentiation, Source: Tact

R

WINDOWS
Intent: Windows should be placed to en ourage “ yeson-the-street” while being mindful of s rategie
reducing solar gain.

• Transparency at grade should

achieved y utilizing clear

glass – tinted, reflective and opaq

gl

s must be avoided

• Use exterior shading devices (fins, louvres, overhangs, etc)
which shade from summer sun but provide solar access
in winter months – these should be used primarily on
south-facing facades but may also be used on west or east
facades

Ground floor residential entries and windows fronting a public
sidewalk, Source: Ashley Smith
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SECTION 2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET
Building Design
ROOFS
Intent: Roofs should be designed to fit with the
architectural style of the building and maintain a clean
appearance.
• Use architectural elements and massing strategies to
screen mechanical and service equipment so it appears to
be integrated with the overall expression.
• Finish the surface of roofs with a material that is attractive
and easy to maintain.

Roofs, Source: MarkFairhurstArch

• Incorporate the use of roofing materials and colours with a
high albedo (e.g., materials that reflect heat energy from
and reduce the urban heat island effect.
• Provide landscaped “green” roofs on all concrete podiums
to manage runoff, add visual appeal, improve energy

AF

efficiency and reduce heat island effects, and provide

T

the sun) to reduce the absorption of heat into the building

amenity value.

WEATHER PROTECTION
Intent: Given the local climate of prolonged rainy
periods, landscaping and well-designed an
appropriately scaled architectural elem nts shou
used to provide shelter from precipitat n, wind
direct sun.

R

be

• Provide weather protection

ong buildin frontag

facing

ets. Weather pr ection may

D

primary and secondary s

include natural features such s trees on la dscaping,
or high-quality architectural ele

nts su

as canopies,

colonnades, overhangs or pergolas.
•

Weather protection should be provided over all residential
entries, including those for main lobbies and individual
units accessible at grade. This may take the form of
overhangs, recesses, awnings, or canopies.Weather
protection elements should fit with the architectural style
of the development and use high quality materials such
as glass, metal or similar materials to give a cohesive
expression within the façade.

• Consider associated maintenance for weather protection

Weather protection above entrance and along facade, Source:
Shift Architecture

elements (i.e. avoid algae film or leaf build up on glass
canopies, etc.)
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SECTION 2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET
Open Space + Landscaping
2.1.4 Open Space + Landscaping
TREES + LANDSCAPING
Intent: New developments should integrate landscaping
elements including trees, shrubs and ground cover to
enhance public realm, improve air quality, absorb storm
water and add to the city’s tree canopy.
• Selection and placement of trees and other plant materials
need to be carefully considered within the city and
neighbourhood context, as well as within microclimate
conditions created by surrounding existing and planned
buildings.
• Each development must use the BC Society of Landscape
“BC Landscape Standard Guidelines (Latest Edition)” in
specifying, selection, site preparation, installation and

AF

maintenance of all trees and other plant materials.

T

Architects’ and BC Landscape and Nursery Association’s

• Wherever possible, retain and protect trees, vegetation,

natural slopes and native soils and integrate these featu s
into the overall landscape design.

• All new developments must integrate trees int

ir

landscape plan. Distribute trees and lands aping

te

R

throughout the site to soften and scree public/pri
boundaries, reinforce circulation routes, c ate
pedestrian conditions and maxi
benefits.

Provide trees for shading and screening, Source: PWL

hade an stormwater

D

• Landscaping between load g areas, neigh
properties and public roadway

easant

s encoura

• Locate deciduous trees on the south

uring

d.

d west side of

buildings to provide shade and minimize unwanted heat
gain during summer and provide solar access and passive
solar gain during winter.
• Provide landscaped “green” roofs on all concrete podiums
to manage runoff, add visual appeal, improve energy
efficiency and reduce heat island effects, and provide
amenity value.
• Communal gardens and private balcony or roof gardens are
encouraged to provide residents with space to grow food
and interact with each other. Edible decorative landscaping
is also encouraged.
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SECTION 2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET
Open Space + Landscaping

Rooftop courtyard spaces, Source: DIALOG

• Spaces should be designed to be programmable for

• Include balconies for abo

• Each development which is identified on the Parks, Trails

R

OPEN SPACE + TRAILS
Intent: Integrating semi-private and priv te open pace
into developments improves quality of fe for b
residents, and also enhances biodiversity
the
overall quality of the neighbo hood.

D

grade units an patios for

ground oriented units.

• Design roofs to provide usable out

or

ace for building

residents.

• Where units front onto public or internal streets and/or city

inter-generational activities and uses. This might include
benches or tables, a playground suitable for a variety of
ages that is visible from residential units, landscaping and/
or shared patio spaces.

and Greenway Streets Map as accommodating a portion
of any trail or greenway must provide the trail or greenway
route (e.g. dedicate or gift land, provide a right-of-way
or easement) and construct the walkway for use by the
general public. Each development adjacent to any trail, as

trails or greenways, use the private outdoor space to create

identified on the Parks, Trails and Greenway Streets Map

a clear transition between public and private space. Design

must set buildings and other structures well back from the

this area to be spatially well-defined and visible from the

walkway. Ensure the separation between private and public

street or walkway (e.g. elevate slightly, enclose with low

space is visually and physically well-defined (e.g. planting,

hedges or an open-railing fence).

low fences, hedges). Ensure there are no barriers to public

• New multi-unit developments must provide semi-private
outdoor common space for use by all residents. Orient

access to the walkway.
• Provide high quality, interesting, and durable outdoor

private patios and entries around the semi-private common

spaces that are easily accessible. Coordinate the design of

space to facilitate neighbourly interactions and provide

all elements including lighting, paving, outdoor furniture,

overlook for children as they play.

and garbage receptacles. The design of the gathering area
should be integrated with the site and building.
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SECTION 2.1 UPPER TWELFTH STREET
Heritage
2.1.8 Heritage
HERITAGE
Intent: Recognize, preserve and enhance heritage
elements to strengthen neighbourhood history and
character.
• Each development must follow the Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.
• When possible, reuse historic artefacts on redevelopment
sites (e.g. as public art)
• New materials should be harmonious with the historic
possible.
• New construction will be compatible with adjacent heritage
assets and complement any existing heritage pattern

Ca ion

AF

and scale of the streetscape by providing an appropriate

T

context, and original materials should be maintained where

transition between differing scales and heights of
neighbouring buildings.

• New construction should respect and enhance the

horizontal alignments on neighbouring heritage bui ings.
The first storey will maintain a similar art culation t

he

R

heritage buildings on either side and upp r store
respect or continue the decorative details a

articulation

of neighbouring heritage build gs. .

D

• Design new buildings in p ximity to herita

to be compatible with their h torical conte
literally imitating older building

assets

without

les. In hese cases,

new buildings should provide an orig

l interpretation of

the traditional building style (i.e. draw inspiration from
fundamental design characteristics) while continuing to
reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms.
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Attachment D
Draft Uptown Mixed Use Node
Development Permit Area
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SECTION 4.1 UPTOWN
Heritage
4.1.8 Heritage
HERITAGE
Intent: Recognize, preserve and enhance heritage
elements to strengthen neighbourhood history and
character.
• Each development must follow the Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.
• When possible, reuse historic artefacts on redevelopment
sites (e.g. as public art)
• New materials should be harmonious with the historic
possible.
• New construction will be compatible with adjacent heritage
assets and complement any existing heritage pattern

Ca ion

AF

and scale of the streetscape by providing an appropriate

T

context, and original materials should be maintained where

transition between differing scales and heights of
neighbouring buildings.

• New construction should respect and enhance the

horizontal alignments on neighbouring heritage bui ings.
The first storey will maintain a similar art culation t

he

R

heritage buildings on either side and upp r store
respect or continue the decorative details a
of neighbouring heritage build gs. St
street.

ould

of building wi hs alon the

D

respect the existing patte

articulation

fronts

• Design new buildings in proximi

to herit ge assets

to be compatible with their historica

ntext without

literally imitating older building styles. In these cases,
new buildings should provide an original interpretation of
the traditional building style (i.e. draw inspiration from
fundamental design characteristics) while continuing to
reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster
Design Panel

Date: March 28, 2017

From:

Britney Quail, Planning Analyst

File:

Subject:

Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Conservation Area:
Residential Design Guidelines

13.2605.40

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the New Westminster Design Panel with a full draft of the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood’s residential design guidelines. These new guidelines are an update
to previously existing guidelines from 1999. The new guidelines focus on compatibility
with the existing streetscapes rather than a prescriptive architectural style. The guidelines
are being updated as part of a proposal to implement a Heritage Conservation Area in the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood.
PURPOSE
The information provided through this report and an accompanying presentation is for the
Design Panel’s review and comment.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Heritage Conservation Areas
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct and identifiable neighbourhood, characterized
by its historic value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan for heritage
conservation purposes. The policy tool is designed to provide long-term protection to an
area in its entirety.
The implementation of this style of policy would essentially place a layer of heritage
protection over all properties within the area, though exempting characteristics could be
identified to demonstrate where growth, rather than protection, might be encouraged.
Under the Local Government Act, a Conservation Area is required to include guidelines
to demonstrate how the City believes development entitlements can be achieved, in a
manner that is appropriate to the historic context of the protected area.
Doc #1012835
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Queen’s Park Historic District
In 1999, the Queen’s Park neighbourhood was granted Historic District status. A Historic
District does not provide legal protection; rather the status recognizes the area’s
concentration of historic buildings and resulting high heritage value. At that time,
Historic District signage was erected, and non-mandatory design guidelines were put in
place for new development.
Historic District Residential Design Guidelines (1999)
The Queen’s Park Historic District Residential Design Guidelines (1999) were
prescriptive and based heavily on the Craftsman design tradition, which was historically
common throughout the neighbourhood.
As part of the Conservation Area work, the 1999 Historic District Residential Design
Guidelines are being updated to contemporary best practice and to better reflect the goals
of the Conservation Area. Should the Conservation Area be implemented, the new design
guidelines would become mandatory. Should the Conservation Area not be implemented,
the updated design guidelines would replace the existing Historic District Residential
Design Guidelines, but remain voluntary.
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
(“Standards and Guidelines”) were created by Parks Canada and are the nationally
applied. The Standards and Guidelines are considered a best practice manual for heritage
conservation projects. They provide guidance on sensitive new construction as well as
alterations to existing structures.
Council adopted the Standards and Guidelines in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage
projects within the City.
BACKGROUND
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study Recommendations
In April 2016, after more than two years of consultation and research, the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Heritage Study concluded and provided a set of recommendations to
Council. The recommendations included that Council explore establishing a Heritage
Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood, which would include new
neighbourhood design guidelines.
At the conclusion of the Neighbourhood Heritage Study, staff retained Donald Luxton
and Associates, and PWL Partnership Landscape Architects as a joint team to assist with
the design guidelines update for this neighbourhood.
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Queen’s Park Historic Values
Stemming from the work of a 2008 city-wide Neighbourhood Context Statements project,
the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study’s (“the Study”) Working Group
identified a set of historic values for the area. The design guidelines work has been based
on these Historic Values, which include references to the neighbourhood’s history, public
parks and private landscaping, residential scale and setting, and streetscapes. A Summary
of Historic Values is attached to this report for reference as Appendix A.
Heritage Conservation Area Design Principles
Design principles (Appendix B) were endorsed by Council for use in public consultation
in November, 2016. These principles were then brought forward to the public for review
and comment over the winter of 2016. The feedback has been compiled and the
principles were subsequently amended. The feedback was also used as a base to develop
the draft design guidelines.
These principles were previously presented to the Design Panel Members in January
2017.
Conservation Area Consultation
The design guidelines update is part of the Conservation Area policy. Resultantly, the
community is being engaged through a public consultation process on both topics: the
level of protection for heritage buildings in the neighbourhood and design of new
construction.
In previous community consultation, the design guidelines principles were generally
supported. Approximately 80% of participants highly support or mostly supported the
design principles presented. The latest community consultation process presented the
draft design guidelines to the public. The results of this latest consultation are being
tabulated and will be presented to Council, along with City Committee feedback, in April
2017.
ANALYSIS
Goals of the Design Guidelines
Based on community consultation, and Council direction, the goal of the new draft design
guideline is twofold:
1) to ensure that new buildings would be compatible with existing neighbourhood
character, as well as maintain the integrity of the individual and diverse streetscapes
unique to the Queen’s Park neighbourhood; and,
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2) to ensure that renovations and new additions to heritage buildings are consistent with
the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.
Design Rationale
The underpinnings of the draft design guidelines are:
•
•

the integrity of individual buildings;
a respect for the original design concept (place, time, and style) of each structure;
and
• the integration of each building within a unified vision for the entire area.
Best Practice for Architecture in Heritage Areas
Best practice in architectural design for heritage areas is not to copy existing styles.
Rather, new buildings should be different from, but reflective of the historic architectural
traits of the older buildings, such as their form and materials. They should not overwhelm
surrounding buildings or clash with neighbouring buildings’ styles. Overall, they should
be compatible, “fit in” or have “the same feel” of other buildings and the streetscape.
As noted above, the best practice in renovating and adding additions to existing heritage
buildings is consistency with the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada.
Defining Compatibility
Best practice in architectural design for heritage areas is not to copy existing styles.
Rather, new buildings in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood should be designed using the
elements of New Westminster’s traditional architectural character that are consistent with
the surrounding existing buildings and streetscape.
Traditional Architectural Character of New Westminster
There is an established collection of architectural elements that are considered to be
associated with New Westminster’s history. These elements provide the basis for
defining the traditional architectural character of New Westminster:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Siting in the middle of the lot;
Landscaped gardens;
Peaked (triangular) roofs;
Simple roof forms (gables and cross gables);
Shingled roofs;
Raised first floor;
Open lower level front porches or verandahs;
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• Vertically oriented windows;
• Wooden doors; and
• Wooden or stucco siding.
Structure of the Design Guidelines
The Design Guidelines are proposed to contain three sections: A) New Residential
Architecture; B) Alterations to Heritage Buildings; C) Landscape Design, as described
below.
A) New Residential Architecture
Section A would apply to construction of new single detached dwellings on all RS-1 sites
in the Conservation Area. The design guidelines in this section focus on the best practices
of “fitting in” with existing heritage structures on surrounding properties along the
streetscape, and applying New Westminster’s traditional architectural character elements- referred to in the design guidelines as “Traditional Style”. This means that, in contrast
to the current Queen’s Park Historic District Residential Design Guidelines (1999), the
new building Design Guidelines are not based on any specific historic style (e.g.
Craftsman, Edwardian, or Arts & Crafts).
B) Alterations to Heritage Buildings
Section B would apply to the properties protected by the Heritage Conservation Area for
which renovations to the front or sides of the house would be regulated. These design
guidelines are primarily based on the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada.
C) Landscape Design
This final section would apply to properties where the project would require landscaping
changes, or voluntarily should a property owner be interested in redesigning their yards.
Section C was created based on best practices in landscape architecture including
enhancing the pedestrian experience, increasing biodiversity and the use of naturalized
plant species.
Application and Regulation
The provisions of the proposed Heritage Conservation Area are not yet confirmed. At the
moment it is proposed that Section A (New Residential Buildings) and Section C
(Landscape Design) be mandatory for all new construction in the neighbourhood. Section
B would be mandatory for projects on the front façade and sides of protected buildings.
Note: changes to the interior and rear of protected buildings, and all non-protected
buildings would not be subject to design guidelines.
The design guidelines regulate form and character only. The existing RS-1 or RS-5
zoning regulations and development entitlements would continue to apply. Though,
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variances to the zoning could be sought to accommodate compliance with the design
guidelines and/or heritage best practices.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The report will also be accompanied by a presentation from Donald Luxton and
Associates and PWL Partnership which will further expand on the details provided in the
summary, and allow opportunity for comment by members of the Design Panel.
Elements the Design Guidelines
Summarized below is a short statement of the overall intent of each of the design
elements the guidelines would regulate. Detailed provisions of the listed elements are
included in Appendix C.
1) New Residential Architecture
• Form: the configuration of the new building (shape, mass, scale, proportion,
rhythm, texture, articulation) must be compatible to neighbouring buildings within
the streetscape context.
• Siting: front setbacks must be consistent with adjacent properties’, auxiliary
buildings must be at the rear of properties, garage doors must not be part of a
street –facing building façade.
• Traditional Style: new buildings must be evaluated carefully within their
streetscape context to understand the appropriate architectural approach which
must be consistent with the overall character of existing buildings on the street.
• Roof Design: must be gabled in keeping with the historic buildings in the
neighbourhood.
• Porches and Verandahs: an open porch or verandah is an integral part of
Traditional Architecture.
• Windows and Doors: do not need to be exact reproductions of historic styles but
should match the prevailing vertical emphasis and be placed on the building fact to
reference the established rhythm of openings in facades of heritage buildings in
the streetscape.
• Materials: should conform to the overall context of the pre-1929 buildings of the
neighbourhood, with honest use of materials and simple and logical application of
their forms and proportions.
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2) Alterations to Heritage Buildings
• Form: wherever possible configuration of the heritage building (shape, mass,
scale, proportion, rhythm, texture, articulation, colour) should be uncovered or left
in place and preserved.
• Architectural Details: remaining original architectural details should be identified
and rehabilitated.
• Windows and Doors: every attempt should be made to retain the original
windows or replace inappropriate later windows with replicas of the originals.
• Materials: original materials should be left in place, or exposed when covered but
intact, and new materials should be consistent with both the style and age of the
building.
• Colour: buildings should return to an authentic colour scheme.
3) Landscape Design
• Site Layout: organization of yard should take cues from the house design and
consider views, particularly those to the Fraser River.
• Views and Permeability: fences and other elements along the property line
should below, delineations between lots should not always be delineated, and
vegetation couldbe used for screening views into the yard.
• Grade Changes: many buildings are at a grade above the street and should have a
stepped transition vs. a plain grass slope.
• Planting Design: the role of trees, foundation planting, border planting, lawns,
etc. as seen in the Traditional Style of the neighbourhood.
• Driveways and Walkways: long driveways are common and should be designed
to reduce the aesthetic and environmental impact of large paved areas, walkways
should be distinct from driveways.
• Walls, Fences and Pergolas: fences should be low, pergolas or archways at the
front walkway historically emphasizes the pedestrian entrance or the sideyard
walkway, contemporary materials are suitable.
• Lighting: use subtle fixtures and lighting that direct light downward vs. into
neighbouring properties or the sky.
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• Landscape Materials: high quality contemporary and historic materials should be
used.
• Plant Selection: any appropriate plant may be used provided it is in the right place
to allow for growth, composition and views.
Review and Comment
The members of the Design Panel are asked to review the attached draft of the design
guidelines-- as well as any additional material presented through the accompanying
presentation-- and provide feedback.
Specifically related to Section A (New Residential Architecture), staff would appreciate
comments related to the ability of these proposed provisions to achieve the goal of
allowing new architecture to be slightly distinct from, but highly compatible with the
existing historic buildings in the neighbourhood.
NEXT STEPS
The design guidelines are scheduled to go before Council for final review as part of the
Heritage Conservation Area policy in April, 2017. The report to Council will include the
Design Panel’s comments and recommendation for use in their consideration of the
policy.
Should Council chose to move forward with the Heritage Conservation Area, the relevant
bylaws would be presented to Council in May, 2017. Should the Conservation Area not
be implemented, the updated design guidelines would replace the existing Historic
District Residential Design Guidelines, but remain voluntary.

Report prepared by:

Britney Quail,
Planning Analyst
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APPENDICES ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT
A
B
C

Summary of Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Historic Values
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Principles
Excerpt of Draft Design Guidelines, as prepared by DLA and PWL
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Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
History of the neighbourhood
Neighbourhood layout designed by the Royal Engineers
City as capital city; the grand boulevards on Second and Fifth Streets
Residents of the neighbourhood who became well-known in politics and business
Stories from the past
Physical remnants from the past (bricks in roads, granite curbs, tram tracks)
Civic, religious and military institutions
Regional and local parks
Queen’s Park: its importance as a regional park, home to various sports teams including
the Salmonbellies lacrosse team
English common-style park (Oliver Park)
Tipperary Park, Friendship Garden and other small parks
Formal street design
Grid pattern established by the Royal Engineers
Different widths of streets
Boulevards on larger streets
Short streets and angular nature of Park Row
Walkability
Residential scale and setting
Grand homes and their setting
Large open formal gardens
Small homes and their setting
Blend of large and small homes that work well together
The neighbourhood is a complete neighbourhood and not just a collection of homes
Common palette of materials which gives a sense of cohesion to the buildings
Views of the Fraser River
Landscape
Mature trees
Mature private gardens
Public gardens, treed areas and natural areas of Queen’s Park
Hanging baskets
Boulevard trees
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Principles
The updated design guidelines for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood will:
1. Reflect overall neighbourhood heritage values and character defining elements.
Taken together, the buildings, landscapes, site planning, and streetscapes of the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood provide a coherent heritage context, which is outlined in the
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Context Statement and the Summary of Historic Values
for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood. This will also be reflected in the neighbourhood’s
Statement of Significance, to be prepared through the HCA process. New development
should take the elements identified through these documents into consideration.
2. Ensure new elements are compatible with the heritage character of the surrounding
building, landscape and streetscape context.
The variety of buildings and landscape features from different eras found within Queen’s
Park contribute to the heritage character of the neighbourhood. New development should
strive to be compatible with the immediate context of its streetscape, including:
landscape design and materials, site planning, building massing and visual scale.
3. Require that new elements be physically and visually subordinate to and
distinguishable from the original historic fabric of the streetscape.
The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood maintains a high level of historic buildings,
landscapes and streetscapes. New development should be complementary to the
architectural style and materials of the original historic fabric while also subtly
demonstrating and keeping record of changes occurring over time. New development
should not detract from the physical history present in the neighbourhood.
4. Encourage authentic representation of Queen’s Park’s historical development.
Each historic place within Queen’s Park is a physical record of its time, place and use.
New development should avoid creating a false sense of historical development by
mimicking existing heritage buildings, adding elements from other historic properties, or
by combining features on the same property that never coexisted.
5. Use principles of good architectural, and landscape and site design.
All new development should reflect general best practices for good design, such as:
sensitive building placement, consideration of privacy and overlook, preservation of open
space between buildings, consistency of grades, well-crafted buildings and landscapes,
careful selection and configuration of landscape and building materials, streetscape
design that is safe and functional, consideration of maintenance requirements, and
biodiversity enhancement.
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3. DESIGN GUIDELINES
The Guidelines provide for the conservation of the character of the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area by managing change that complements the established
streetscape and that maintains the historic integrity of protected buildings. The
Design Guidelines are mandatory for new buildings and alterations to protected
(heritage) buildings and they are encouraged for alterations to existing, nonprotected buildings in Queen’s Park.
It is vital to the integrity of the area to have New Westminster’s established
Traditional Architectural Character serve as inspiration for new development.
Architectural styles are reflective of the time period in which they flourished. As
such, there is an established collection of architectural elements that are
considered to be associated with New Westminster’s history. These elements
provide the basis for defining the Traditional Architectural Character of New
Westminster:
• Siting in the middle of the lot;
• Landscaped gardens;
• Peaked (triangular) roofs;
• Simple roof forms (gables and cross gables);
• Shingled roofs;
• Raised first floor;
• Open lower level front porches or verandahs;
• Vertically oriented windows;
• Wooden doors; and
• Wooden or stucco siding.
The Design Guidelines are based on an examination of the existing conditions of
the area and an analysis of how best to manage the character of the historic
building stock, while allowing change in the area, including new construction. The
underlying principles of the Guidelines are based on the integrity of individual
buildings, and respect for the original design concept for each structure, as well as
the integration of each building within a unified vision for Queen’s Park.
Example photographs included in these guidelines should not be considered the
only options available to designers. The design of new buildings should remain an
expression of contemporary times while still respecting the Traditional
Architectural Character. Depending on the complexity of a project, building owners
are encouraged to retain suitable professional consultants that can provide sound
advice and prepare project designs that achieve a set of objectives and solutions
that all parties, including, where applicable, the public and Council, can support.

General Requirements

Queen’s Park is defined by its entire collection of buildings, streets, and
landscapes, and it is essential that these different components work together to
provide a harmonious appearance. The overall framework for the design of the area
should be a cohesive and visually appealing streetscape based on authentic
Traditional Architectural Character. While these Guidelines do not apply to the
DL&A | PWL DRAFT MARCH 21, 2017
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interior of buildings, owners are encouraged to design interiors in a manner that is
complimentary to exterior façades.

Sustainability Considerations

Increasingly, there is an understanding of the vital need for sustainable building
practices and energy conservation. Building conservation is inherently sustainable,
as it minimizes the need to destroy building materials and retains established land
use situations and infrastructure. It also conserves embodied energy, reduces
pressure on landfill sites, avoids impacts of new construction and minimizes the
need for new building materials. Conservation projects also encourage local
employment of specialized trades and professionals.
The conservation of buildings, especially protected properties, is also important
from an urban design perspective. Historic places contribute significantly to New
Westminster’s unique sense of place by maintaining the context of heritage
streetscapes and providing a framework for the rhythm and massing of buildings,
old and new. Preserving heritage values has a significant impact on all aspects of
sustainability – social, environmental and economic. The intelligent reuse of our
existing building stock will support New Westminster’s vision of becoming a more
sustainable community.
New buildings and additions will be required to meet mandated energy
performance standards under the Energy Efficiency Regulation. Alternative
methods of improved performance characteristics can be pursued for protected
buildings. There are many ways in which upgrading can be undertaken without
destroying heritage character-defining elements, and consideration should be given
as to how to balance heritage and upgrading requirements.
Energy upgrading measures for heritage buildings should be assessed against the
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada. For
further information on how to sensibly improve the performance of heritage
buildings, please refer to the Vancouver Heritage Foundation’s New Life, Old

Buildings:

Your

Green

Guide

to

Heritage

Conservation

(vancouverheritagefoundation.org). Additional information on reducing operating
energy demands is available on the Provincial Heritage Branch website.
The following sustainability considerations apply to buildings in Queen’s Park:
• Materials: Retain as much of existing building envelope materials as
possible, including siding. Do not install rainscreen sidings, as they
introduce life cycle considerations and impair heritage character through the
removal of original material.
• Windows and Doors: For historic buildings, every reasonable attempt should
be made to retain the original window sashes and doors, or to replace
inappropriate replacements with replicas of the originals. Excellent thermal
efficiency may be achieved through the repair and maintenance of existing
wooden windows. Wood-framed storm windows will also aid with thermal
efficiency and sound abatement. Replacement of original windows should
only be undertaken as a final resort in cases of extreme deterioration.
DL&A | PWL DRAFT MARCH 21, 2017
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•

•
•

Sympathetic replacements of original windows should replicate the original
profiles in wood.
Mechanical Systems: Inefficient mechanical systems are one of the primary
reasons why existing buildings are poor thermal performers. Consider
installing new boilers, hot water tanks and energy-efficient appliances that
achieve Energy Star ratings.
Insulation and Weather-stripping: Introduce extra insulation, especially in
attic and basement spaces. Consider the use of weather-stripping and other
draft-proofing measures.
Additions: Should be built to Building Code standards of energy efficiency.

Existing, Non-Protected Buildings (Section A)

Existing buildings bear witness to the design aesthetic of a particular time period.
Individually, these buildings are an expression of their own period; collectively they
demonstrate the evolution of the community over time. Contemplated changes
should be appropriate to the form and style of the existing structures.
Existing, non-protected buildings should be renovated in a manner appropriate to
their style and context. There is no requirement to alter existing buildings to
reflect a historic “theme;” but they are encouraged to maintain the integrity of
their original style. New additions, or attempts to unify previously constructed
additions, should present a harmonious appearance relative to the original
building’s overall form, scale, design and materials.

New Construction (Section A)

Design concepts for proposed new construction should blend harmoniously with
the historic elements of the area. Sensitivity to historic precedent and a thorough
understanding of New Westminster’s Traditional Architectural Character is
necessary to conceive appropriate designs. By understanding and following the
principles of form, rhythm, and detailing outlined in these Design Guidelines, it
should be possible to create new buildings that are successfully integrated with
the character of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.

Protected Buildings (Section B)

In all applications dealing with protected buildings, the Parks Canada Standards
and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada will be used as
the basis for review. These standards outline principles and procedures for the
appropriate treatment of historic buildings and structures, including different levels
of intervention, such as additions. These Design Guidelines provide additional,
specific guidance for appropriate interventions, and also for infill and new
construction within the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.

Residential Landscapes (Section C)

The residential landscapes of Queen’s Park are heritage character-defining
elements of the Heritage Conservation Area. To ensure they are sensitively treated
and that they positively enhance the genteel qualities of Queen’s Park, this final
section of the Design Guidelines provides advice on how to achieve thoughtful
residential landscapes.
DL&A | PWL DRAFT MARCH 21, 2017
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SECTION A. NEW AND EXISTING, NON-PROTECTED BUILDING
DESIGN GUIDELINES
OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE
This section of the Design Guidelines is required to be followed for new residential
buildings in the Queen’s Park and is encouraged to be followed for proposed
changes to existing, non-protected buildings. A high proportion of the houses in
Queen’s Park possess a common palette of materials, leading to a sense of
cohesion within the neighbourhood, however there is no dominant, defining
architectural style of Queen’s Park. Instead, the historic character of the
neighbourhood is achieved through a variety of historic styles that together
constitute New Westminster’s Traditional Architectural Character. Residents and
visitors appreciate Queen’s Park as an intact and historic neighbourhood and the
whole neighbourhood has a heritage character, even as new homes have been
added. The implementation of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
recognizes this historic identity and these Design Guidelines reinforce the
community desire to ensure new development is respectful of the existing context.
Today, in recognition of current housing standards, construction material
availability, and sustainability concerns, a comprehensive design approach is needed
to execute high quality standards and complementary design in the neighbourhood.
The following Guidelines will help new buildings and existing, non-protected
buildings within the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area achieve design
outcomes that strengthen the historic identity of the neighbourhood. The Guidelines
will also help prevent designs that detract from the historic quality of the
neighbourhood.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Design concepts for new developments should blend harmoniously with the historic
elements of the Queen’s Park streetscape. This requires sensitivity to historic
precedent and a willingness to be subordinate to that precedent. A thorough
understanding of the materials and design elements used in the Traditional
Architectural Character of New Westminster would be useful in conceiving
appropriate designs. By understanding and following the principles of form, rhythm,
and detailing outlined in these Design Guidelines, it should be possible to perform
changes and create new buildings that successfully integrate into the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area without compromising its authenticity.
The harmonious character of Queen’s Park depends on its built and landscaped
form working together as a cohesive and visually appealing streetscape. To achieve
this goal, architectural styles that are clearly out of place within the historic
evolution of Queen’s Park should be avoided. The tendency to design individual
houses in isolation from the context of the streetscape can lead to a discordant
appearance. Caution should be exercised when developing designs for renovation
and new construction, to avoid introduction of inappropriate elements into the
historic streetscape.
COMPATIBLE DESIGN
DL&A | PWL DRAFT MARCH 21, 2017
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Compatible design does not require new design to replicate the historical styles
established in Queen’s Park; however, an intelligent, sensitive design approach is
necessary to honour the Traditional Architectural Character.
The historic residential properties in Queen’s Park do not compete with each other
in terms of landscape design, site planning, building massing and composition,
selection of colour, and quality and calibre of material. All of these attributes
instead contribute to a consistent, cohesive streetscape. In order to be compatible,
new design should achieve the following:
• compatible landscape design, parking access and overall site planning;
• compatible massing and visual scale of the building relative to the
streetscape context;
• sensitive building placement having regard to adjacent sites, privacy and
overlook, and preservation of open space between buildings; and
• consistency of proposed grades with natural, existing grades, particularly
near property lines.

Example of compatible, contemporary house within the surrounding context of an historic
area
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The following sections specifically outline building designs and elements that are
recommended, acceptable, or not recommended. New buildings in the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area (“HCA”) must follow these Design Guidelines; existing,
non-protected buildings are encouraged to follow these Guidelines.
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SITING, SHAPE and OUTBUILDINGS
The siting and shape of new principal buildings should harmoniously fit into the
existing streetscape. This includes appropriate setbacks consistent with
neighbouring properties and shapes that are complementary to the established
Traditional Architectural Character. Buildings on corner sites should be treated as
though there are two principal façades and should be set back appropriately.
Additions to existing buildings should adhere to the shapes already found in the
neighbourhood.
Garages and outbuildings should be constructed at the rear of properties. Garage
doors should never be part of any street-facing façade of the principal building,
including side façades that are highly visible.
•
•

•

•

RECOMMENDED

Siting in the middle of
the lot
Setbacks that are
respectful to and
consistent with
neighbouring properties
along the streetscape
in the HCA
Rectangular building
shapes with peaked
(triangular) roof forms
Garages and
outbuildings placed at
the rear of the
property, not easily
visible to the public

•

•

ACCEPTABLE
Setbacks that simply
meet the zoning
regulations, but do not
negatively impact
neighbouring heritage
properties
Garages and
outbuildings placed on
the lot such that zoning
regulations are met, but
are somewhat visible to
the public

NOT RECOMMENDED

•
•

•
•

Setbacks that are not
consistent with the
existing streetscape
Non-rectangular
building shapes
Flat rooflines
Garages and
outbuildings highly
visible to the public;

garage doors should
never be placed on any
publicly visible façade
of a principal building

SCALE, MASSING and PROPORTION
Principal buildings should be compatible with and generally consistent in scale
(volume, including height), massing (where volume is placed) and proportion (relative
size) to neighbouring buildings within the streetscape context. New development
and additions to existing buildings must not overwhelm the streetscape.
Building envelopes are prescribed to establish minimum standards for sites to
perform favourably towards neighbouring sites with respect to height, shadowing,
privacy, and overlook. The building envelope is not a basis for generating building
form, nor is it anticipated that buildings should fill the building envelope. New
building heights should be visually consistent with the character of the HCA.
•

RECOMMENDED

Building volumes and
heights that are
respectful to and
consistent with the
existing houses in the
HCA

•

ACCEPTABLE
Building envelopes that
simply meet zoning
regulations, but do not
overwhelm neighbouring
heritage properties

NOT RECOMMENDED

•
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•
•

Raised first floor
Building massing that
respects the Traditional
Architectural Character
of the HCA

•

Building heights in
excess of the
historic/established
standard

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE, ARTICULATION and TEXTURE
Architecture in Queen’s Park includes a variety of styles and architectural
expressions that lead to an established Traditional Architectural Character. The
Guidelines do not require that new building design or renovations replicate historic
architectural styles or motifs. New construction and renovations to existing
buildings should be evaluated carefully within their context to understand the
appropriate architectural approach.
The chosen architectural style for a new building should be consistent with the
overall Traditional Architectural Character of the HCA. Styles that do not relate to
the historic evolution of the area should not be used either as a model or as an
inspiration. New construction should show respect for historic methods, forms and
detailing in an honest modern idiom, and should be sympathetic to the existing
streetscape and surrounding buildings.
New buildings and additions to existing, non-protected buildings should be
articulated (detailed) in a way that does not detract from the established Traditional
Architectural Character. Contemporary architectural expressions should respect the
historic character of the area, however this does not mean replication is necessary.
New construction or additions should not be textured with applied ornamentation
from an historic period. Certain architectural attachments should not be visible from
the street, including metal chimney flues, skylights, and open-riser porch steps
(staircases should resemble traditional models with closed risers).
•

•

RECOMMENDED

Architectural styles that
are respectful to and in
keeping with the
established Traditional
Architectural Character
Open lower level front
porches or verandahs,
with closed-riser
staircases

•

ACCEPTABLE
Contemporary
architectural styles that
do not detract from the
Traditional Architectural
Character

NOT RECOMMENDED

•

•
•

Street-visible metal
chimney flues or
skylights
Inauthentic, “historicstyle” details and
ornamentation
Open-riser staircases to
porches or verandahs

WINDOWS and DOORS
The form and detailing of windows and doors should be carefully considered in
plans for new construction. Window shapes and sizes vary with the architectural
style of each building. Historic buildings in Queen’s Park generally employ window
openings composed of a punctured void in a solid wall, the glass being inset, with a
proper reveal, sill and trim. In new construction, windows and doors do not need to
be exact reproductions of historic styles, as long as they are sympathetic with the
character of the HCA.
DL&A | PWL DRAFT MARCH 21, 2017
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Where possible, the style of windows and doors selected should match the
prevailing vertical emphasis of the historic building types, and be placed on the
building face in such a way as to reference the established rhythm of openings in
the historic façades. The alternation of solids and voids (walls to openings) in the
façade establishes a pattern that may be sensed by observing the building from a
distance. This pattern is perceived as a rhythm by the passerby, and a sympathetic
relationship between old and new construction may be achieved by incorporating
similar rhythmic patterns. Windows should be recessed in a traditional manner, not
set flush with the facing material. Odd-shaped windows or random placement are
not recommended; wooden frame and sash windows with an historic appearance are
encouraged.
Historically, doors were wooden, with carved or moulded detail, often with inset
glass panels. Original hardware was typically cast brass. New doors should be
sympathetically detailed, and appropriate materials should be used. Proper
consideration should be given to the design and lighting of doors and entries as
they are a highly visible part of each building’s façade.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

RECOMMENDED

Vertically oriented
windows recessed from
the building face
Window and door
openings with
appropriate,
dimensional lumber trim
Traditional wooden-sash
windows (generally
double-hung or
casement)
True divided sashes
(without false muntins)
Wooden or clad wooden
windows
Wood-framed storm
windows
Wooden doors that
respect traditional
appearance (without
non-historic window
embellishments)

•

•

ACCEPTABLE

Vinyl windows that are
similar in appearance to
historic, wooden
windows and are not
white
Contemporary-style
doors of contemporary
material composition,
excluding vinyl or metal

•

NOT RECOMMENDED

•
•
•
•
•
•

Narrow-profile vinyl
windows
White vinyl windows
Metal or vinyl doors
Doors with inauthentic
“historic-style” windows
Metal-sash windows
Windows with fake
muntins
Mirrored or reflective
glass

MATERIALS
Attention to materials, without adding false details, helps blend new with old. The
historic buildings in Queen’s Park generally employ wood frame construction, and
were generally clad with wooden or stucco materials, such as horizontal lapped
siding, cedar shingles, roughcast stucco, or “rock-dash” stucco. For new
construction, non-combustible building materials may need to be considered on side
façades, where required by the Building Code. In such cases, non-combustible
materials should resemble and complement materials used on other façades.
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The use of materials should conform to the overall context of the heritage buildings
of the Queen’s Park HCA, which derived their character from the honest use of
materials and a simple and logical deployment of their forms and proportions. In
new construction, wooden siding should be smooth, horizontal, thin (generally no
more than 15 centimetres wide), and closely resemble traditional lapped wooden
siding. Where appropriate, corner boards and window trim should be used, and
applied over the siding. Wooden siding and trim should be properly painted.
Additional considerations include:
• Stucco was historically used in a roughcast or “rock-dash” finish. New stucco
should replicate this look; textured, swirled or heavily stippled stucco should
not be used.
• Metal trim should not be used with stucco as it invariably gives a cold and
modern appearance.
• Wooden trim should be used to alleviate the blank appearance of unrelieved
stucco façades.
• Many of the historic buildings of Queen’s Park feature an open front entry
porch or verandah, either projecting outwards or inset within the building
envelope. These open, welcoming elements facing the street are an integral
part of traditional architecture. When a porch/verandah is proposed for a new
building or as an addition to an existing building, balustrades and railings
should be composed of “traditional” materials, such as wood; metal, glass
and vinyl are not recommended.
•

•
•
•

•
•

RECOMMENDED

Smooth wood
resembling traditional
lapped wooden siding,
no more than 15
centimetres wide
Sawn cedar shingles, as
siding and roof cover
Board-and-batten siding
Sidings that resemble
traditional wood siding,
when used in an
appropriate manner
Roughcast or “rockdash” stucco
Wooden elements on
porch/verandah
(balustrade, stairs, etc.)

•

•

ACCEPTABLE

Duroid, fiberglass,
asphalt or other
appropriate shingles
that resemble
weathered cedar
shingles
Hardie board or similar
cementitious products
that are detailed to
resemble traditional
wood sidings or shingles

•

NOT RECOMMENDED

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Combed or textured
lumber (e.g., textured
wood or wood-grain
Hardie board)
Vertical or diagonal
wooden sidings (other
than board-and-batten)
Split cedar shakes as
siding or roof cover
Cement tile, metal or
slate/slate-like roof
cover
Unfinished cedar siding
Plywood as a primary
material
Aluminum, vinyl or
plastic sidings
Smooth-finished,
swirled or heavily
stippled stucco
Masonry as a primary
facing material,
including faux masonry
Metal, glass and vinyl
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on porches/verandahs

ADDITIONS TO EXISTING, NON-PROTECTED BUILDINGS
Owners are encouraged to upgrade or add to existing buildings in a manner that
respects each building’s existing design, as well as the overall historic context of the
area. It is not intended that non-heritage buildings should be altered to employ a
“heritage look”. These Guidelines can be used for general direction, but the situation
for each building should be reviewed to understand the best approach to any
proposed upgrades.
Any additions to existing, non-protected buildings should respect the intent of these
Guidelines. In each case, the existing streetscape should be considered so that each
building can be a “good neighbour” within the Queen’s Park HCA.
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SECTION B. PROTECTED BUILDING DESIGN GUIDELINES
OVERVIEW
This section of the Design Guidelines must be followed for any proposed changes or
additions to the front or sides of protected buildings in the Queen’s Park HCA
(including those already designated or listed on the Heritage Register). These
Guidelines are based upon the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada, which define the principles of good conservation practice.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The character of Queen’s Park is dependent on its entire collection of buildings,
landscape and streetscape elements, and it is essential that all components work
together to provide a harmonious appearance. The overall framework should be a
cohesive and visually appealing streetscape based on authentic historic character.
The character of the area is expressed most significantly through its heritage
building stock, when traditional forms and materials were used, based on the honest
use of local, natural materials. It was considered good taste for houses to reflect
some form of historical style, and the general use of British-inspired forms, for the
most part, demonstrated both the origins of many early residents of the area, as
well as their patriotic allegiances. These qualities should be promoted whenever
possible. Materials and textures should conform to the nature of historic
construction. Remodelling of, or additions to, protected buildings should respect
the use of predominant materials and motifs.
The details of each individual rehabilitation, restoration or addition should be
designed with a system of proper proportioning in mind. Proportion refers to the
relationship between the height and width of the elevation of a building or its façade
elements. Alterations to existing historic buildings should respect their original
design intention as well as the proportions of neighbouring buildings.
Heritage buildings should be conserved in a manner appropriate to their authentic
period and style. In all applications regarding protected buildings, the Standards
and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (Parks Canada,
2010) will be used as the basis for review. The Standards and Guidelines outline
principles and procedures for the appropriate treatment of historic buildings and
structures, including different levels of intervention as well as additions. These
Design Guidelines provide additional, HCA-specific, guidance for appropriate
interventions within Queen’s Park. Research is central to guiding proper
conservation. Historic photos, archival records and a careful examination of the
building itself often yield clues as to what was located where, what materials were
used, original colours, etc. This is especially true for windows and doors, signature
elements of every building.
Statements of Significance have been prepared for some of the heritage buildings in
Queen’s Park that can help guide the conservation process. These are available
online via the Canadian Register of Historic Places. Owners of heritage buildings are
encouraged to gather as much information as possible before undertaking any
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alterations. While these Guidelines do not apply to the interior of buildings, owners
are encouraged to restore or retain historic interiors in a manner that is
complementary to exterior façades.
FORM, SCALE AND MASSING
Whenever possible, original forms, materials and details should be uncovered or left
in place, and preserved. The original massing, form and scale of protected buildings
should be maintained through any proposed interventions, including additions. Any
proposed new garages or outbuildings should be constructed at the rear of
properties.
•

RECOMMENDED

The original form, scale
and massing should be
preserved; new
additions should respect
these elements and
should be compatible
with, subordinate to,
and distinguishable from
the original

•

ACCEPTABLE

Additions that respect
the original form, scale
and massing of the
original building, but are
not fully distinguishable
from the original

•

NOT RECOMMENDED

Additions that
overwhelm the original
form, scale and massing
of the original building
or that are not
compatible with the
original

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
When developing design proposals for protected buildings, they should be examined
to determine what original architectural details remain and may be rehabilitated. The
historic character of protected buildings in the Queen’s Park HCA is dependent on a
variety of architectural details; in some cases these features have been lost or
obscured by many years of weathering, inappropriate renovation or lack of
maintenance.
•

•
•

RECOMMENDED

Not every detail of every
building may be feasibly
restored, but surviving
features should be
retained and repaired
Inappropriate later
additions should be
removed or replaced
Building details should
be compatible with the
date the building was
constructed and be
based on documentary
evidence

•

ACCEPTABLE

Replicas of original
materials may be
considered if the
original is too far
deteriorated to
rehabilitate

•

NOT RECOMMENDED

Inappropriate new
architectural details or
ad hoc decorations
should not be added,
such as fake Victorian
‘gingerbread’ or vertical
cedar siding

WINDOWS AND DOORS
There is a variety of fenestration in the Queen’s Park HCA, but a majority of the
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early buildings originally had double-hung or casement wooden sash windows and
wooden doors. For protected buildings, every attempt should be made to retain the
original windows or to replace inappropriate later windows with replicas of the
originals, using the original material. Wooden windows should not be replaced with
metal-frame or vinyl windows. If the original windows have been removed,
restoration should be considered.
Windows that are blocked in whole or in part should be opened and properly
reglazed. Window openings that have been changed in size should be returned to
their original dimensions and appropriate window sash reconstructed. Replacement
of original windows should only be undertaken as a final resort in cases of extreme
deterioration, in which case only wood sash windows with matching profiles and
divided lights should be used. Original doors, transoms, sidelights and hardware
should be retained, repaired and restored whenever possible.
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

RECOMMENDED

Original windows and
doors should be
preserved or
rehabilitated as
necessary.
When additions are
proposed, the following
Guidelines are
recommended:
Vertically oriented
windows recessed from
the building face
Window and door
openings with
appropriate,
dimensional lumber trim
Traditional wooden-sash
windows (generally
double-hung or
casement)
True divided sashes
(without false muntins)
Wooden or clad wooden
windows
Wood-framed storm
windows
Wooden doors that
respect traditional
appearance (without
false, non-historic
window embellishments)

•

•

ACCEPTABLE

Replicas of original
windows may be
considered if the
original is too far
deteriorated to
rehabilitate
Replicas of original
doors may be
considered if the
original is too far
deteriorated to
rehabilitate

•

NOT RECOMMENDED

•
•
•
•
•
•

Narrow-profile vinyl
windows
White vinyl windows
Metal or vinyl doors
Doors with inauthentic
“historic-style” windows
Metal-sash windows
Windows with fake
muntins
Mirrored or reflective
glass

MATERIALS
Original materials should be left in place, or exposed when covered over but intact,
in order to ensure visual continuity. Any new materials used in alterations or
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additions should respect both the style and age of each individual building.
Original wood siding and trim should be repaired, painted and maintained to a
generally acceptable standard. This is sound restoration and environmental practice.
Through lack of proper maintenance, wooden elements may decay to the point
where replacement is necessary. In these cases, the original configuration,
assembly and appearance of wooden elements should be duplicated.
The traditional roofing material was cedar shingle. The use of cedar shingles is
strongly encouraged on the roofs of historic buildings; other materials that replicate
the appearance of cedar shingle roofs may be considered.
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

RECOMMENDED

Original materials
should be preserved or
rehabilitated as
necessary; when they
are missing or too far
deteriorated,
restorations of the
originals should be
made
When additions are
proposed, the following
materials are
recommended,
depending on their
compatibility with the
original structure:
Smooth wood
resembling traditional
lapped wooden siding,
no more than 15
centimetres wide
Sawn cedar shingles, as
siding and roof cover
Board-and-batten siding
Sidings that resemble
traditional wood siding,
when used in an
appropriate manner
Roughcast or “rockdash” stucco
Wooden elements on
porch/verandah
(balustrade, stairs, etc.)

•

ACCEPTABLE

Duroid, fiberglass,
asphalt or other
appropriate roofing
materials that resemble
weathered cedar
shingles

•

NOT RECOMMENDED

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Combed or textured
lumber (i.e., textured
wood or wood-grain
Hardie board)
Vertical or diagonal
wooden sidings (other
than board-and-batten)
Split cedar shakes as
siding or roof cover
Cement tile, metal or
slate/slate-like roof
cover
Unfinished cedar siding
Plywood as a primary
material
Aluminum, vinyl or
plastic sidings
Smooth-finished,
swirled or heavily
stippled stucco
Masonry as a primary
facing material,
including faux masonry
Metal, glass and vinyl
on porches/verandahs
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COLOUR
For historic buildings, it is recommended that a return to an authentic colour
scheme be considered; this is often the most attractive solution. The original
builders knew from experience and tradition what colours would look best on
various building elements. When the original scheme can be determined, a close
match or an updated interpretation can be attempted.
Generally, the historic buildings in Queen’s Park would have had an average of three
applied colours: a mid-range or dark body colour; a lighter trim colour; and a dark
(often black) window sash colour. Paint was historically gloss enamel, and the use of
at least semi-gloss finishes should be considered. Window sash and doors should be
painted in high-gloss finishes. Once colours have been chosen, test swatches should
be placed on the building, and the colours observed under daylight conditions. Final
colour selection may then be confirmed. For heritage buildings, colour schemes
already in place may be maintained.
•

RECOMMENDED

Colour schemes that
distinguish details in
appropriate historical
fashion, determined
through the testing of
original materials

•

ACCEPTABLE
Colours that are not
specifically prohibited

•

NOT RECOMMENDED
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Unsympathetic colours,
which would not have
been used historically,
including bright oranges
and yellows, most
blues, and all
fluorescent colours
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Streetscape view of colourful houses in Queen’s Park
ADDITIONS TO PROTECTED BUILDINGS
Additions should conform to the existing massing of the protected building. This is
crucial in maintaining the character of the HCA; obtrusive modern interventions can
completely overwhelm an existing structure. It is, however, considered good
heritage practice that new construction be distinguishable from the existing building
and can reflect a more contemporary inspiration. It is crucial that any new
construction blend sensitively where it joins with an older building.

Reference should be made to the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada, which discusses additions under Standards 11 and 12
(below), as well as in the “Other Considerations: New Additions to Historic Places”
section.
•

•

(Standard 11) Conserve the heritage value and character-defining elements
when creating any new additions to a historic place and any related new
construction. Make the new work physically and visually compatible with,
subordinate to and distinguishable from the historic place.
(Standard 12) Create any new additions or related new construction so that
the essential form and integrity of a historic place will not be impaired if the
new work is removed in the future.
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SECTION C. LANDSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
OVERVIEW
The residential landscapes in Queen’s Park are diverse, with a tendency to reflect
the architectural style of the home. This diversity of styles, along with the surprising
array of lot sizes and setback character in the neighbourhood, makes the residential
landscape an important factor in the neighbourhood’s streetscape. The residential
landscapes are richly layered and well-composed, creating a significant strong
impression. All properties within the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area are
encouraged to follow these Landscape Guidelines.
As renovation projects and new developments occur, these Guidelines provide a
resource for protecting, maintaining and enhancing the neighbourhood’s landscape
character. The design of the architecture and the landscape should ideally happen in
tandem, so that the house and garden will be in harmony, as was the case
historically. Homeowners, builders and developers should consider retaining a
landscape architect, in addition to an architect.
HERITAGE APPROACH
• The intent of the Design Guidelines in the landscape is not to mandate a
certain historical style, even when the house may be considered or
designated heritage. However, the provenance of a house may be a good
starting point for research into historical garden inspiration.
• Contemporary landscape expressions can suit a heritage home, especially
since gardens are inherently changing places where plants grow, die, and are
replaced. Variety of style adds to the unique character of the neighbourhood.
However, to avoid a sense of incongruity, it is not recommended that an older
historical garden style (i.e. 1890s) be added to a newer historical house style
(i.e. 1960s).
• The intent is to ensure that the landscape design of residential homes
contributes to the existing character of the neighbourhood. The design
elements and approaches suggested in these guidelines are largely based on
existing patterns seen within the neighbourhood.
• The guidelines are performance-based rather than style-based. Layout is the
most important element in contributing to the streetscape character, followed
by quality of hard materials, then plant materials. This means there is no
requirement to plant only “heritage” species in a garden.
LANDSCAPE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The following landscape design principles should be considered:
1. The residential landscape design should be well-crafted and sensitive to the
character of the neighbourhood. The result should be layered, rich, attractive,
and reflect the Queen’s Park heritage.
2. The residential landscape design should enhance the streetscape interface to
create a safe and pleasant walking environment for pedestrians.
3. The selection of landscape materials should enhance the aesthetics and
unique character of the neighbourhood.
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4. The landscape design must promote landscape best practices and
maintenance. The selection of trees and planting should enhance biodiversity.
5. The public open space should reinforce the heritage quality and character of
the neighbourhood.
EXISTING CONDITIONS

Mature trees add environmental and aesthetic value to the neighbourhood; the twisting
branches of a maple tree add a filigree effect to screen the home

Existing Trees on Private Property
Mature trees are one of the unique characteristics of the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood. Wherever possible, all existing trees on the property should be
retained, protected, and integrated into the site layout and planning.
New Westminster’s urban forest canopy has been declining over the past two
decades. The City of New Westminster has recently introduced a city-wide Urban
Forest Management Strategy that will provide direction for protecting, maintaining
and enhancing New Westminster’s urban forest. One of the main incentives of the
Urban Forest Management Strategy is to increase New Westminster’s tree canopy
cover from 18% to a target of 27%. Currently, Queen’s Park has one of the highest
urban forest canopy covers by neighbourhood in New Westminster.
Ensuring existing trees are protected in Queen’s Park will help the City of New
Westminster reach their Urban Forest Management Strategy targets. All existing
trees to be retained or removed must meet current City standards. Refer to the City
of New Westminster’s Tree Protection and Regulation bylaw for information on tree
removal, protection and permitting requirements. Select and plant new trees as per
current City standards.
Heritage Landscape Features
Many homes in Queen’s Park have landscape features that contribute to the public
realm and heritage character of the neighbourhood. Conserve existing “characterdefining” elements in the landscape, such as:
(a) Fences
(b) Retaining walls
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(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Fountains
Patios
Terraces
Statuary
Other similar feature or garden of significance

Stone walls add a lot of character to the neighbourhood; loose stones can also be
repurposed to define planter edges.

SITE LAYOUT

General
•

•
•
•
•

Site layout of principal building, accessory buildings and structures shall
meet current City standards and bylaws.
The neighbourhood provides many examples of both heritage and
contemporary approaches.
Take cues from the house design. For example, a symmetrical house façade
may inspire a symmetrical garden.
Where the lot has a generous side yard, allow screened views towards the
back.
Take advantage of views towards the Fraser River by using vegetation or built
elements to frame these views.
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A light fence provides a balance of enclosure and permeability and a typical wood pergola
with flowering vines marks the pedestrian entry
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RESIDENTIAL VIEWS AND PERMEABILITY
• Historically, fences were only used symbolically and were low (under 1.22
metres). This provided a semi-public visual open space in the front yard.
• Elements along the front property line should be either low (under 1.22
metres) or permeable (with gaps allowing select views to the house).
(a) These can include plantings, fences, trellises, stone walls, etc.
(b) Consider emphasizing the pedestrian entry to the home by using an
entry trellis or gateway where the walkway meets the sidewalk.
• Often, a narrow strip (under 0.5 metre) of special material (i.e. paving stones,
bright flowers, etc.) is located at the property line next to a taller element
such as a fence. Consider using this type of layering to enhance character.
• The boundaries between neighbouring lots are not always strictly delineated.
Front lawns could appear to be shared between neighbours, especially in the
case of subdivided lots.
• Utilize landscape elements to screen views to elements such as parked
recreational vehicles and to create a sense of privacy in the backyard.

Lawn extent can appear continuous between
neighbours

AVOID hedges that are too high, obscuring
the streetscape view
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RESIDENTIAL GRADING DESIGN
Many homes are sited at a grade above that of the street. This offers an opportunity
to add interest to the streetscape.
• Retaining walls made from stone.
• Plant material to help soften the grade change.
• A gently sloping turf mound. This should be avoided, as it does not add to the
richness of the neighbourhood.

Historic stone retaining wall with plantings

New stone retaining wall, with plantings
above and below to add interest

Grade change with rocks and plantings

AVOID the use of a plain grass slope
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RESIDENTIAL PLANTING DESIGN
• Carefully select and configure trees and planting to create enclosure,
screening, layering, filigree, filtering, revealing and skyline interrelationship
with the built form:
(a) Enclosure
(b) Screening
(c) Layering
(d) Filigree
(e) Filtering
(f) Revealing
(g) Skyline Interrelationship
• Specimen Trees: Select a species and size appropriate for residential
applications. Avoid placing a tree too close to the house.
• Foundation Planting: A row of various shrubs right up against the house. This
works particularly well when the main floor is raised above grade, with a
heavy base of stone or wood. Plant material should be kept at an appropriate
size to minimize blockage of views from windows.
• Border Planting: Planting beds that line the front boundary, along the
streetscape. The intent is not to plant a tall hedge that blocks views, but to
keep a low perennial and shrub border that allows some screened views
inwards.
• Lawns: These provide play opportunity and a sense of openness. Consider
alternative, less water-intensive possibilities to turf lawns. Lawns can extend
between neighbouring lots.
• [More examples and diagrams to be added – i.e. contemporary, native, mixed
border]

Foundation planting works well against the
solid wall of a basement or porch

AVOID foundation planting where it may
block the windows of a house, especially
where the main floor is at grade
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Landscape Components
DRIVEWAYS
Many heritage homes have traditionally had separate outbuildings for parking – i.e.
coach houses. These were often located at the rear of the property. As such, many
examples of homes include a long driveway that goes through the side yard to the
back of the property. Although large paved areas are not considered
environmentally sustainable, this historical layout has the advantage of providing
views to the back of the property and hiding automobile uses. There are several
ways to take advantage of existing long driveways or to reduce the impact of large
paved areas:
• Incorporate pavers with a grass strip down the centre.
• Utilize permeable pavers for the driveway.
• Utilize the driveway space for other activities such as a children’s play area or
basketball court, etc.
• Line the driveway with interesting edges – planter beds, stone walls,
landscape “rooms” opening from the side.
• Consider adding interest to the view down the driveway by adding an
overhead structure or a coach house.
• In multi-family lots, use the same driveway to access different homes.
• Reduce driveway width to minimum dimensions
• Off-street parking should be maintained where necessary. For residential lots
where a garage does not exist, street parking may be required.

A green driveway with turf strip, permeable
pavers, and planted edges is environmentally
friendly as well as delightful

AVOID extensive paved areas
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WALLS, FENCES AND PERGOLAS
• Fences along the front yard are historically symbolic rather than for total
privacy. Fences shall not exceed 1.22 metres in height to allow views
through.
• Side yard fencing shall not exceed 1.83 metres in height.
• Small pergolas or archways where the front walkway meets the street are a
historic way of emphasizing the pedestrian entrance to the residence.
• Contemporary materials, patterns or expressions can be suitable.
• Many historic examples have a pergola over the side yard, as an extension of
the house where the driveway passes beneath.
• The City of New Westminster defines a retaining wall as “a structure

constructed of any material and designed to hold back, stabilize or support
an earthen bank resulting from differences in site grades”. Retaining walls in

the front yards may be constructed up to a maximum height of 1.22 meters.
WALKWAYS
• Walkways should be distinct from driveways. This enhances safety and the
perception of a pedestrian-friendly, walkable neighbourhood.
• Consider extending the main entry walkway to the City curb with the same
paving material.
RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING
• Install subtle lighting that does not interfere with neighbouring sites and/or
streetscape.
• Avoid faux-heritage “Gaslamp” style lighting fixtures (i.e. black fixture with
four white globes) these are more suitable for a historic urban streetscape
than a residential lot.
• Use lighting that is directed towards the feature or path it is intended to
highlight.
• Apply Dark Sky Lighting Principles.
LANDSCAPE MATERIALS

Hardscape Selection
•

List of high-quality historic materials:
(a) Stone (i.e. granite)
(b) Wrought iron
(c) Wood
(d) Metals that develop patina such as copper and zinc

•

List of high-quality contemporary materials:
(a) Stone
(b) High quality concrete pavers
(c) Metal (i.e. corten steel)
(d) Concrete (i.e. boardform concrete)
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•

List of materials to avoid:
(a) Aluminum (fencing and gates)
(b) Artificial turf
(c) Cultured stone
(d) Plasticized wood products
(e) Asphalt paving
(f) Stamped/coloured concrete (avoid red, brown, green and blue colours)

PLANT SELECTION
It is not the intent of these Guidelines to mandate that only “heritage” varieties of
plants be used in the garden. Any appropriate plant, whether native to BC, used in
early settler gardens, or recently introduced, can contribute to environmental
sustainability and heritage character. More important is that plants be in the right
place, allowing for growth, composition, and views.
We offer the following categories of plants, which are useful for specific applications
within residential gardens:
• Native plants (drought-resistant and require minimal water once established).
• Plants with biodiversity and habitat value for birds and pollinators.
• Specimen trees: High quality, rare or unique trees that can contribute to the
arboretum character of the neighbourhood, eventually becoming valued
mature trees.
• Vines for use on pergolas, stone walls or house facades.
• Heirloom varieties of trees, shrubs, perennials or agricultural plants, if
desired
INVASIVE PLANTS
It is prohibited to plant species that are considered “invasive” (out-compete native
species for space and resources and some can have serious environmental,
economic and human health consequences). The two most aggressive invasive plant
species which are of high concern and provincially classified as “noxious” – include
Giant Hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum) or the Knotweed species (Fallopia
sp.). There are a number of non-noxious invasive species found in New Westminster.
The city has been active in supporting local community groups in the removal of
these invasive plants in the City:
(a) Himalayan blackberry (Rubus discolor)
(b) English ivy (Hedera helix)
(c) Scotch Broom (Cytisus scoparius)
(d) Policeman’s Helmet (Impatiens glandulifera)
(e) Yellow Lamium (Lamium galeobdolon)
(f) Morning Glory (Convolvus arvensis)
(g) Purple Loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria)
(h) Daphne Laurel (Daphne laureola)
(i) Orange Hawkweed (Hieracium aurantiacum)
(j) Common Periwinkle (Vinca minor)
(k) Garlic Mustard (Alliaria petiolate)
(l) Yellow Flag Iris (Iris pseudacorus)
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